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A METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING THE ECONOMIC
IMPACT ON DIRECTED FISHERIES OF BY-CATCH
LOSSES IN THE FOREIGN AND JOINT-VENTURE
GROUNDFISH FISHERIES
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

For fishery management purposes, the Gulf of Alaska

is defined to encompass a region of the eastern North
Pacific Ocean, extending on the east and south from the

Alexander Archipelago of the panhandle of Southeast
Alaska to the Andreanof Islands on the west.

The islands

of the Aleutian chain serve as a northern boundary
between the Gulf and the Bering Sea (Figure 1).

The Gulf of Alaska supports an enormously rich and

diverse complex of living marine resources within its

more than 61,500 square mile continental shelf area.
Serving both as temporary rearing habitat for highly
migratory species, such as the salmonids, and permanent
home for a myriad of demersal and semi-migratory pelagic

species, the Gulf of Alaska represents one of the most
economically and ecologically valuable and multifarious
environments on the planet.

Historical Development of the Resources
of the Gulf

It should come as no surprise then that the living
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marine resources of this region have historically
attracted the considerable interest of those determined
to exploit this wealth.

While the earliest "commercial"

exploitation of this resource base was almost certainly

conducted by the coastal native populations to enhance
trading opportunities with inland tribal populations and,
subsequently, early non-native explorers, the first large

scale commercial ventures probably involved the Russian

trading companies attracted by the wealth of sea otter
and fur seal pelts (Alaska Geographic, 1982).

With the decline in these animal populations and the
sale of Alaska to the U.S., commercial attention shifted

toward the rich fishery resources of the area.

Early

commercial fisheries developed principally for cod and

halibut, employing hook and line technology, but
subsequently expanded to include a wide variety of other
groundfish species (NPFMC, 1984).

These early Gulf fisheries were developed and
sustained by both U.S. and Canadian fishermen.

It wasn't

until the decade of the 1960s that substantial fishing

pressure from the highly technologically efficient
distant water fleets, principally of the Soviet Union and

Japan, began to appear in the Gulf (Chitwood, 1969).

In

succeeding years the Soviets and Japanese were joined in
these fisheries by, among others, the Koreans, Taiwanese,
and Poles.

All of these distant water fleets employ relatively

4

large, well equipped, well supplied, and well coordinated
vessels.

By utilizing highly efficient trawl technology, sup-

ported by on-site factory ship processing, these
operations permit enormous volumes of fish to be captured

and processed for transshipment to foreign markets
(Chitwood,

1969).

However,

it is precisely this

characteristic efficiency which presents such

a

potentially severe management problem in this complex

multispecies -- multiple habitat region of the north
Pacific.

Specifically,

whether fished on-bottom or

pelagically, trawl gear such as that utilized in the

harvesting of groundfish in the Gulf of Alaska,

is

essentially a nonselective harvesting technology,
sweeping up everything in its path.

As a result,

a

considerable potential diversity in species composition

exists with each trawl catch.

Longline gear,

also

employed in the harvest of groundfish from the Gulf is

somewhat more species selective)'-"

gear types produce significant,

Nonetheless, both

and to some extent,

unavoidable by-catches of non-groundfish species in
pursuit of the target complex.

Some small proportion of the total groundfish harvest
in the Gulf of Alaska is taken on longline gear. While
an important component of the fishery for some species,
e.g., sablefish, longline gear will not be explicitly
treated in the empirical portion of this analysis.

5

Some of this non-targeted by-catch is composed of
high valued species such as Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus

sterio1epi), king crab (Parajithodes spp.), Tanner crab

(Chionpecetes spp.), and Pacific salmon (Qncorhynchuz
spp.), each of which supports a large domestic directed
fishery.

Because of their economic importance to U.S.-

directed fisheries,halibut, king and Tanner crab and
salmon have been designated as "prohibited" for both
foreign and domestic groundfish fishermen under authority
of the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Management Act
(MFCMA).

Prohibited species status, the precedent for

which is drawn from the regulations of the International

Pacific Halibut Commission [Skud, 1977], requires that

by-catches of these species be minimized and that all

interceptions be returned to the sea, no matter what
their condition.

The intent of this prohibition is to

remove any incentive a groundfish fisherman might have
for clandestinely targeting on one or more of these fully
utilized species.

As Marasco and Terry (1981) point out:

"however, this prohibition does not provide an
incentive to avoid incidental catch; and the
stress associated with capture, holding, and
release is sufficient to assure that most of the

incidental catch does not survive to enter
directed domestic halibut, salmon, or crab
fisheries."
Obi ectives

The principal objectives of the analysis summarized

in this thesis are:
1.

To investigate the adequacy of present
methodologies employed in the evaluation of
economic costs and benefits associated with the
harvesting of the groundfish resource and the

accompanying incidental interception of high
valued "prohibited species;"
2.

To develop an alternative methodology for the
evaluation of by-catch loss and empirically
compare the results obtained by application of
the traditional approach with those from the
alternative methodology for salmon prohibited
species by-catches;

3.

To examine the temporal and geographic
distribution of economic losses associated with
salmon by-catches under alternative hypotheses
regarding enhanced and natural production levels;

4.

To conduct a sensitivity analysis with the
proposed model to evaluate the robustness of
empirical estimates obtained.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

The concept of

prohibited species't status as applied

within a general fishery management framework reflects a

recognition by resource managers that limitation of
access to some subset of the fishery complex is desirable

from a biological, political, or economic standpoint.
Biologically, prohibited species status has been invoked
to protect potentially vulnerable species or stocks from

overexploitation, particularly in mixed stock fisheries
employing nonselective gear types.

Many of the earliest

applications of this regulatory approach centered upon a

perceived biological imperative to protect exposed
populationsand avoid harvest of immature fish.
Major

(1981) reports

that the prohibited species

concept had its origins in the salmon abstention
provisions of the International Convention for the High
Seas Fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean and in the old

bilateral fisheries arrangements between the U.S. and
Japan.

Another of the earliest applications of

prohibited species regulation, purportedly enacted to
promote fishery conservation, was associated with the
Pacific halibut fishery.
that the
created

Bernard Skud (1977) indicates

International Pacific Halibut Commission (IPUC)
by Canada

and the United States

through a 1923

[:]

Convention included, among its original articles,
provisions for prohibited species status for halibut bycatch.

The specific article provided that:

"Any halibut that may be taken incidentally when

fishing for other fish during the season when
fishing for halibut is prohibited under the
provisions of this Article may be retained and
used for food for the crew of the vessel by
which they are taken. Any portion thereof not
so used shall be landed and immediately turned
over to the duly authorized officers of the

Department of Marine and Fisheries of the
Dominion of Canada or of the Department of
Commerce of the United States."

While this early prohibition provision, which accompanied

a season closure provision, was subsequently considered

to have had relatively little effect on

stock

conservation tBabcock et al., 1931] it did establish a

regulatory precedent.

In 1944, the provision was

extended under IPHC authority to preclude the taking of

halibut by nets, once again purportedly, for fishery

conservation purposes.

By this time the IPHC had

obtained scientific evidence that halibut caught by net,
particularly trawl nets, were predominantly immature fish

below the optimal harvest size [Skud, 1977].

Because of

the very high handling mortality associated with trawl

by-catch, these interceptions were perceived to be a

biological threat to the stability of the halibut
bioinass.

With the advent of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation

and Management Act (MFCMA) in 1976, the extension of

"prohibited species by-catch" (PSC) protection to other
fully utilized species living in or migrating through the
new

200 mile conservation zone became possible [P.L. 94-

265, as amended, 90 STAT 351].

In the north Pacific,

"prohibited" status was extended,

under the Act,

to

include not only halibut, but among others, salmon,
Tanner crab, and king crab [Queirolo, 1981].

Shrimp,

clams, coral, and several less important crabs are also
afforded protection under PSC provisions, although they

are, at present, not of serious concern as by-catch to

fishery managers [Balsiger, 1981].

Very recently

sablefish has become a species of concern and has been
incorporated into the PSC framework [NMFS-NPFMC, 1985].

According to Bevan (1985),

at the Department of

Fisheries, University of Washington, the IPHC prohibited
species regulatory framework serves as the model by which

the Pacific and North Pacific Fishery Management
Councils, established under the MFCMA, have applied this

"PSC" tool to the management of the foreign, jointventure, and ultimately, domestic groundfish by-catch
problem.

Explicit PSC provisions have now been adopted

in the Bering Sea/Aleutian Island Groundfish Plan and its
incorporated amendments 1 through 8

[NPFMC, 1983] and in

the Gulf of Alaska Groundfish Plan and its incorporated
amendments 1 through 11 and 13 [NPFMC, 1984].

Several independent studies have been undertaken to

examine particular characteristics of

the by-catch
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problem.

In research into the handling mortality losses

associated with halibut by-catches in the trawl fishery,

Hoag (1975) established for the first time a baseline
estimate of the physical loss attributable to PSCts for

Hoag concluded that at a minimum 50

this species.

percent of the halibut intercepted and subsequently
returned to the sea fail to survive the experience, and

in the foreign trawl fisheries, virtually 100 percent
mortality occurs.

In a subsequent report on the effects of halibut by-

catch Hoag

(1981)

suggests that

the

incidental

interception of halibut, predominantly in the groundfish
trawl fisheries, constitutes a management problem because

the magnitude of the catch is unspecified and therefore
imprecisely estimated.

In combination with the directed

catch, by-catches may result in overfishing.

In order to

maintain stocks, directed catches may have to be
restricted, resulting in substantial economic losses.
Hoag concludes with the following statement:

The incidental catch of halibut in the
groundfish fishery is primarily an economic
problem although biological considerations are
present. Because most of the incidental catch

occurs in foreign fisheries, it is also a

question of domestic versus foreign interests."

Wespestad

et al.

(1982)

investigated

means of

obtaining reductions in the incidental catches of

11

prohibited species in the Bering Sea groundfish
fisheries.

The authors were specifically interested in

the effects of gear restrictions on directed catch and

by-catch in the harvesting of the groundfish complex.
Wespestad et al. concluded that substantial reductions in

PSC's could be obtained by altering the trawl gear
employed by groundfish fishermen from on-bottom to off-

bottom configurations.

If only off-bottom gear were

permitted there would be some reduction in the groundfish

catch, primarily associated with flounders, yellowfin
sole and turbots.
that

with

However, the researchers conclude

carefully regulated, area-specific use of on-

bottom gear the harvest of soles, flounders, and turbots

could be permitted, so long as the remainder of the
groundfish catch was harvested with off-bottom trawl
technology.

Because it is not possible to harvest

flatfish without simultaneously capturing some halibut
and crab, the authors suggest that an alternative to an

on-bottom prohibition would be to reduce the allowable

catch of turbot,

sole,

and flounders to assure PSC

savings.

Examining PSC interceptions in pot fisheries,
Williams et al. (1982) sought to compare the rates of
intercept of halibut in Tanner crab pots between toploading pots and side-loading pots, and side-loading pots
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withand without Tanner boards.L/

The researchers

concluded that top-loading pots tended to reduce the by-

catch of halibut without significantly altering the
effective catch rates for the target Tanner crab.

Meacham (1981) examined the effects of trawl bycatches on chinook salmon of western Alaskan origin.

He

concluded that biological effects may include increased

pressure upon female chinook salmon because of their
tendency to spend a greater number of years in the ocean

maturing than do the rnales.

Females are therefore

exposed to ocean mortality factors longer than are males,

including increased vulnerability to groundfish trawls.

Biological impacts of the trawl fishery alone may not
pose an immediate conservation threat to western chinook
stocks, he concludes, but in combination with other high
seas exploitation of these stocks by-catches do have the

potential to damage individual runs and substantially
increase the management risks associated with directed
inshore salmon fisheries.

This, in turn, contributes to

economic and social instability within the rural
communities dependent upon the harvest of these salmon
runs.

Another focus of PSC research has been upon the
Tanner boards are devices which are fitted to king
crab pots to restrict the size of the openings to the
Boards restrict the capture of the larger king
The
crab while allowing for the harvest of Tanner crabs.
interior.

restriction of the entrance tunnel size would
simultaneously limit capture of larger halibut, as well.
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sources of origin of the highly migratory salmon which
comprise an important part of the by-catch in the Gulf of

Alaska groundfish fisheries.

Dalhberg (1982) has been

chiefly responsible for the compilation and analysis of
coded-wire tag data from salinonids captured in foreign

high seas fisheries along the west coast of North
America.

Because the MFCMA has only relatively recently

enabled on-board observer coverage of foreign fishing
activities along the North American coast,

by Dalhberg on coded-wire tag
limited.

the research

recoveries has been

A series of three reports spanning the period

1980 through 1984 has been issued by the National Marine

Fisheries Service, documenting the numbers, species,
release site, brood year, and capture site of coded-wire
tagged salmonids from this region.

To date, insufficient

data are available to draw indisputable conclusions
concerning the source of origin of the salmon captured as

trawl by-catches, based on coded-wire tags recovered.
However, preliminary estimates of region of origin can be
made based upon these data.

Another means of origin identification of salmonids
is by linear discriininant analysis of scale pattern data.

Rogers et al. (1984) examined scales taken from chinook
salmon intercepted by the Japanese high-seas mothership

fishery

in

an effort to determine the relative

contribution of North American chinook stocks to the
reported high seas catches of the Japanese.

Samples were
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categorized into groups including Asian, western Alaskan,

central Alaskan, and southeast Alaska-British Columbian
stocks.

While the study's conclusions indicated

a

reduction in the interception of North American origin
chinook salmon might benefit coastal chinook fisheries in
western

Alaska, these benefits would come at the expense

of greater losses through increased interceptions of
Bristol Bay sockeye runs.

This is so because individual

species tend to congregate at different locations and at
different times from one another.

Therefore, a change in

fishing activity, either geographically or temporally,

which reduced the by-catch of chinook could, they
conclude, result in substantially greater interceptions
of sockeyes.

Rogers et al. concluded that additional

data on age composition and run size were badly needed in

order to reliably identify the source of origin of these
intercepted salmon.

Another stock origin report has recently been
released in draft form.

In it Myers and Rogers (1985)

examine the scales from chinook salmon collected by U.S.

fishery observers aboard foreign trawlers operating in
the U.S. conservation zone.

While the researchers were

able to develop some preliminary results for Bering Sea

by-catches, they concluded, "The results provide very
little information on origins of chinook caught by the
foreign groundfish fishery in the Gulf of Alaska."

go on to say that,

"..

They

a considerable amount of
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additional research in this area is needed."

To date,

insufficient support has been given to examining the

"origins" issue in the Gulf of Alaska.

It was the

perception of significant interceptions of North American
chinook in the Japanese high-seas mothership fishery, and

the accompanying economic loss to domestic salmon
fisheries, which prompted the investigations of Bering
Sea interceptions.

Perhaps as the economic impact of

Gulf by-catch losses is better appreciated, the necessary

support for further scale analysis research leading to
accurate origin identification will be forthcoming.

To date, there has been relatively little analysis

done on the economic implications of PSC's in the
groundfish fisheries.

Most of the early treatment of the

economics of PSC's was done as an aside by the biologist

or policy analyst examining the physical and biological
parameters of the problem.
Skud (1977) mentions only in passing that much of the

objection of trawlers to halibut PSC regulations centers

upon the economic loss the individual groundfish
fisherman perceives he or she is suffering by discarding
by-caught halibut.

Skud notes "The loss of production is

a waste that rankles trawl fishermen, particularly so now

that the price of halibut exceeds

$1.00 per pound,

whereas the value of other groundfish is only $0.10 to
$0.40 per pound."

II

Perhaps a more typical treatment of the economic loss

associated with PSC's is presented by Hoag (1981).

In

his discussion of the effects of groundfish trawl
interceptions of halibut he notes that incidental catches

reduce the potential yield available to the directed
fisheries.

In an effort to estimate this loss in

economic terms Hoag applies a "1979 price of about
$4,000/mt (ex vessel) and $10,000/mt (retail) to the
incidental halibut catch in the groundfish fishery," thus

deriving estimates of the economic loss to directed

halibut fisheries

of

$21,912,000

at

ex

vessel,

$54,780,000 at retail.

Meacham (1981)

similarly evaluated the economic

impact of chinook salmon interceptions,

"by application

of estimated mortality schedules, average age
composition, average weight at return, and average price

per pound statistics to the incidental catch."

Meacham

concluded the loss from the 1979 groundfish by-catch is
"estimated to be 1 to 2 million dollars to western Alaska
fishermen."

These two studies are cited not as unique or isolated
cases and not to be singled out for criticism, but rather
as

examples

of

the general treatment historically

afforded economic impacts associated with fishery
management analyses, in this case by-catch losses.

Recently some economists have turned their attention

to the interception problem in response to growing
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management concern.

Queirolo (1982) examined the

economic implications for

U.S.

and Canadian salmon

fisheries of a proposed revocation by the U.S. government

of the tn-lateral International Convention of the High

Seas Fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean.

The

Convention, signed by Japan, Canada, and the United
States in 1953, required the signatories to refrain from

entering fisheries in which stocks were fully utilized
under a maximimum sustainable yield management system.

The effect of the Convention was to prevent further
eastward expansion by the Japanese distant water salmon
fleets nearer the North American mainland.
The Japanese rnothership fleets operating in the North

Pacific and Bering Sea had the potential to intercept
large numbers of North American salmon on the high seas

which were bound for near-shore and in-shore U.S. and

Canadian fisheries.

Conclusion of the Convention

agreement reduced this risk as long as its provisions
were in place.

Utilizing recent historical Japanese catch rates,
stock composition and age data, in combination with three

possible operational scenarios which Japan might
reasonably be expected to undertake in the absence of the

Convention's constraints, the analyst concluded that
Japanese interceptions of North American salmon could

increase to as many as 26.8 million fish annually.
Employing a data series on local ex vessel prices for

regional domestic salmon fisheries,

exploitation rates,

and assumptions concerning real price behavior,
interception figures were analyzed and real discounted

losses estimated.

The use of a simple sensitivity

analysis allowed for the comparison of several potential
outcomes.

The conclusions drawn from the study indicate

thatin a worst case scenario, Japanese interceptions of

North American salmon could impose an annual real
discounted ex vessel loss of more than $128.2 million on
U.S. and Canadian fisheries.

Marasco and Terry (1981) proposed an alternative
approach to the economic analysis of by-catch losses.
They noted that,

"With the possible exception of halibut,
resource abundance objectives can be met by
limiting the directed harvests of prohibited
species.
Therefore, at present levels, the

incidental catch of prohibited species by
groundfish fleets poses an allocation rather
than a conservation problem; and the problem is

that the harvests of the halibut, salmon, and
crab fleets are less than they might otherwise
be."

These authors go on to suggest that the potential loss in

gross earnings by domestic fishermen is one measure of

the magnitude of the by-catch problem.

Using a

mathematical algorithm developed by the authors, Marasco

and Terry evaluated the ex vessel discounted present
value loss attributable to the 1979 Bering Sea/ Aleutian

Islands Area prohibited by-catch, for halibut, chinook
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and chum salmon, king crab (Blue and Red) and Tanner crab

(Bairdi and Opillio).

With empirical estimates of the

discounted ex vessel loss attributable to groundfish bycatch, Marasco and Terry develop arguments for the use of

economic disincentives in the form of incidental catch
fees to induce a more nearly optimal by-catch level.
authors

The

note that since there are costs associated with

reducing incidental catch, the optimal level of PSC's is
not zero.

Furthermore, maximization of net benefits from

the fishery by equating the marginal benefit of by-catch
controls with the marginal cost of controls would involve
the maximization of the joint net benefit of the U.S. and
the foreign nations harvesting grouridfish in this region.

Subsequent to the publication of the Marasco and

Terry analysis of Bering Sea by-catch,

a series of

analyses have been conducted employing the same
methodological framework but utilizing Gulf of Alaska bycatch data.

Anderson (1983) examined the economic loss
attributable to crab by-catches in the Gulf of Alaska
groundfish fishery.

He found that estimated losses of

real ex vessel gross revenue in domestic directed crab
fisheries ranged from a high of $747,000 in 1978 to a low

of $109,000 in 1981 (in 1982 real dollars) for all
species of crab.

Terry and Hoag

(1983)

evaluated Gulf of Alaska

halibut by-catch losses in the groundfish fishery.

Again
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employing the Marasco-Terry methodology, they concluded
that over the period 1977 through 1982 the annual impact

on discounted real ex vessel gross

earnings in the

domestic halibut fishery ranged from $1,499,000 to

$4,202,000 for both foreign and joint-venture
interceptions, depending upon the real discount rate
employed.

In neither of these studies were impacts beyond the
harvesting level considered.

A more troublesome limitation associated with these

by-catch studies is their failure to recognize and
account for longer term economic losses resulting from

annual Gulf of Alaska groundfish prohibited species
interceptions.

As in the original Marasco and Terry

analysis, these later studies recognized the need to

incorporate rates of natural mortality and handling
mortality, as well as exploitation rates, and discount

rates, in evaluating the economic implications of
intercepting fish which would not have otherwise entered

a directed fishery for some specified number of
additional years.

That is, observer data clearly

demonstrate that groundfish trawl PSC by-catches are

composed almost exclusively of immature individual
specimens.

This suggests that, had these individual

organisms not been captured as by-catch, they would have

spent additional years, perhaps many, rearing and
maturing in the North Pacific region before recruiting
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into year classes susceptible to directed fisheries.
During this interval this subset of the general biomass

would have continued to experience growth and undergo
natural mortality reductions.

Therefore, it is appropriate that these changes be

explicitly reflected in the models used to evaluate
directed fishery losses from PSC's.

The studies cited

above accomplish this to the extent that total gross
estimated by-catches are reduced in the models by an
annual natural mortality rate applied for the appropriate

number of years the PSC's would have spent achieving

sufficient size and age to be harvested by directed
fishermen.

At this point, however, these analyses make

an implicit assumption that all remaining PSC's would
have been taken in a directed fishery in the first year
in which they were of adequate (legal) size and age, had

they not been lost to the groundfish fishery.

This

implicit treatment of these fish as losses only to the
next most recent harvestable year class fails to account

for the physical, and therefore economic, losses
attributable to subsequent harvest opportunities
foregone.

Most specifically, these studies neglect the

costs to directed fisheries of reproductive potential
foregone as a direct result of PSC mortality.

Because

these losses accrue to future fisheries, and potentially

to future generations of fishermen, their omission from
the estimated measurement of PSC losses is potentially a
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serious understatement of the social cost of groundfish
harvesting activities in the Gulf of Alaska.
In yet another study of the by-catch problem recently

presented by Terry (1985), the author argued for use of
market-oriented solutions to arrive at optimal incidental

by-catch levels.

In the absence of reliable historic

baseline interception data it is virtually impossible for

fishery managers to identify the "correct" by-catch
levels, he argues.

However, to the extent that the

market is permitted to operate, the marginal cost and

marginal benefit of by-catch control will define the
optimal interception level of prohibited species in the

groundfish fishery, and managers will not find it
necessary to "guesstimate" these levels of catch through
trial and error [Hueth, 1984].

This approach does, nonetheless, require careful,

accurate measurement of

the benefits and costs

attributable to alteration of PSC's.

The present

analysis attempts to refine and extend the methodology
developed by Marasco-Terry as a first step in an effort

to provide a more comprehensive measurement of the
benefits to U.S. and Canadian directed fisheries from
reductions in PSC's in the Gulf of Alaska.
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CHAPTER III

PACIFIC SALMON PROHIBITED SPECIES BY-CATCH
The Problem

The scope of the present empirical analysis is
confined to the problem of salmon by-catch in the Gulf of

Alaska groundfish fishery.

The purpose of focusing

exclusively upon salmon is two-fold, but should not be

interpreted as implying that halibut and crab
interceptions are less a problem.

Rather, the highly

migratory life cycle of Pacific salmon, growing in the

Gulf but originating from as far north as the ArcticYukon-Kuskokwim region in the Bering Sea, and south to
the spawning streams of northern California, result in

temporally, geographically, and politically diverse

economic and fishery management implications.
Furthermore, unlike Pacific halibut, king or Tanner crab,

Pacific salmon have a well defined and relatively easily
described life cycle.

That is, the salmon present in the

Gulf hatch out in fresh water streams, migrate to the
sea, grow and mature, then migrate back to their streams
of origin to spawn and die.

Far less is understood with

regard to the life cycles of halibut and crabs which may

or may not migrate long distances and which have the
potential to reproduce multiple times during their life
span.

In the case of Pacific salmon, incidental by-catch
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mortality associated with either the groundfish longline

or trawl fishery is virtually 100 percent.

Thus every

salmon intercepted represents a potential pure economic
loss.

That is, a salmon destroyed in the trawl nets of a

Gulf groundfish vessel, which would otherwise have
survived to enter the directed fisheries of the U.S. and

Canada, represents a future income loss to those
fisheries.

Furthermore, had that salmon survived to

spawn, it would have contributed future wealth in the
form of a benefit stream from successive generations of
its

off-spring, a portion of which in their turn would

have entered directed salmon fisheries or contributed to
spawning escapement.

In addition, because the salmon by-

catch must be sorted from the target catch and discarded

into the sea,

the by-caught fish impose additional

operating costs upon the groundfish fisherman, therein

increasing the average cost per unit of the primary
catch.

Finally, by-caught and discarded salmon represent

a protein loss to consumers, except as they may re-enter

the food chain of the oceanic biosphere to be harvested
in another form.

From a fishery management perspective,

by-catch

losses pose, at the very least, the threat of further

complication of

an already difficult and unstable

allocation system, whether among competing U.S. fishermen

or between American and Canadian salmon fisheries.

In

the worst case, prohibited species losses may actually
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result in the subversion of salmon enhancement and rehabilitation programs involving substantial

public and

private capital investments and operation and maintenance
expenditures in the two nations.

As a prime example, with Congressional ratification
in March 1985 of the

Treaty Between the Government of

the United States of America and Government of Canada
Concerning Pacific Salmon, signed at Ottawa, January 28,
1985

[____ UST

T.I.A.S.], (the treaty) the U.S. and

Canada concluded nearly 15 years of intensive
negotiations over access to and control over their

respective salmon resources and directed salmon
fisheries.

Acquisition of the treaty agreement and

adherence to its provisions have been linked by both
countriesto proposed aggressive expansion of large scale

capital investment in facilities for enhancement of

depleted or endangered salmon runs.

Such capital

expenditures depend explicitly upon the ability of both
the U.S. and Canada to control the interceptions of their

respective salmon production by the other, and so
guarantee that a significant portion of the benefit
created by these capital and operating expenditures
accrue to nationals of the country making the investment.
The treaty is predicated upon a formula, as yet not fully
articulated,

of

wherein historic patterns of interceptions

one nation's salmon by the other will

be

systematically reduced by catch quota limitations, time
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or

area closures, etc.,

and/or

mitigated,

perhaps by

construction of additional hatchery capacity paid for by

the intercepting country.

Clearly, the treaty's

allocation program will involve complicated and finely

delineated estimates of production capacity, directed
harvest, and interceptions by each nation. Diversion of
even a relatively few fish from either nation's resource

base will have potentially significant economic and
political implications.

Yet, according to sources associated with the
scientific and technical staff which support U.S.
negotiations [Andersen, 1985; Henry, 19853, prohibited
species by-catch losses of salmon to trawl fisheries have

been, to date, treated as "natural mortality" losses for

purposes of the treaty formula, principally because
insufficient information exists at present as to the

magnitude and distribution of the economic costs
associated with such interceptions.

As such information

can be made available, and particularly as the Gulf of
Alaska groundfish fisheries evolve toward wholly domestic

operations, continued high annual by-catch interceptions
of salmon are expected to be examined within the context
of the treaty's bi-lateral allocation-mitigation scheme.

This suggests that, for example, salmon of Canadian
origin which are intercepted by U.S. trawl fisheries in
the Gulf, could be assessed against U.S. allocations in

directed salmon fisheries, reducing these catches, and
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further, may be included under compensation-mitigation

provisions of the treaty,

requiring U.S.

capital

expenditures on mitigation and enhancement facilities to
supplement Canadian salmon runs.

Another potential conflict between U.S. trawler bycatch and further capital expenditures on Pacific salmon
mitigation exists with regard to the Columbia-Snake River
system.

Passage by Congress of

the Pacific

Northwest

Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act in 1980

created the Northwest Power Planning Council.

The

Council has responsibility, under the provisions of the
Act, for the development of a program to restore the fish

and wildlife resources of the Columbia Basin, principal
among which are the anadromous salmon runs.

In an effort

to further these objectives the Council adopted, in late

1982, a policy document, the Columbia Basin Fish and
Wildlife Program, which included, among other provisions,

plans for three major hatchery facilities for the
enhancement of upriver salmon stocks,

Subsequently, the

Council has taken the public position that funding for

construction of at least two of these production
facilities is contingent upon assurances that the
benefits associated with these capital expenditures will

accrue to the citizens of the Pacific Northwest states

[Lewis and Clark Law School, 1983].

Without such

assurances in the form of "adequate ocean harvest
controls" over Columbia produced salmon, the Council

proposes no further investment in enhancement facilities.
To the extent then that Gulf of Alaska by-catches include
Columbia system salmon, as evidence indicates they indeed
do, high groundfish fishery by-catch losses may result in
further delays,

or complete elimination, of much needed

salmon enhancement investment in this region.
The Groundfish Fishery in the Gulf of Alaska
The present analysis will examine the post-1976 MFCMA
period in the Gulf groundfish fishery.

Over this period,

1977-1984, six foreign nations operated in the Gulf of

Alaska directed groundfish fishery.

These included

Japan, U.S.S.R., South Korea, Poland, West Germany, and
Mexico.

In addition seven joint-venture operations were

conducted in this fishery during roughly the same
period.1'

Each joint venture employed U.S. catcher boats

delivering trawl catches to foreign processing vessels in

the Fisheries Conservation Zone

(FCZ).

The foreign

nations participating in these joint ventures were Japan,

South Korea, Poland, U.S.S.R., West Germany, Spain, and
Taiwan (Table 1).

Total groundfish landings as well as

prohibited species by-catches in these fisheries varied

significantly by nation, area, gear type, and season,
over this period (Tables 2a-2e and Appendix B).

Joint-ventures involve U.S. fishing vessels
harvesting the groundfish but landing them aboard a
foreign factory ship for processing into final products.
Joint-venture operations in the Gulf of Alaska commenced
in 1978.
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Table 1.

Foreign Nations Participating in the Gulf of
Alaska Groundfish Harvest Under MFCMA.

Foreign
1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japan

Korea

Japan

Japan

Korea

Korea

Korea

Korea

Korea

Japan

Korea

Korea

USSR

USSR

USSR

USSR

Poland

Poland

Poland Poland Poland

1977

Poland

West
Germany
(W.G.)

Mexico

Joint-Venture
No

Jointventure

Korea

USSR

USSR

Japan

Korea

Japan

Japan

Korea

Korea

Korea

Japan

Korea

Korea

Poland USSR
W.G.

USSR

Taiwan Poland
W.G.

Spain

Taiwan

SOURCE:

Personal Communication with Mike Brown, National
Marine Fisheries Service, Observer Program.
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Table 2a.

Estirned Foreign and Joint-Venture Catches by Species Group in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977l984.

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Foreign directed catches (metric tons)
Total
squid
Flounders
Pollock

Pacific cod
Sablefish

Atka mackere,

All rockfi'
Other fish''

199,617

165400

163,348

208,038

NA

322

426

16,044
117,839
1,992
15,965
19,455
23,590
4,732

841

14,314
96,328
11,369
7,127
19,586
10,067
5,987

13,474
103,187
13,174
6,884
10,948
12,286
2,969

15,496
112,996
34,243
6,139
13,162
16,647
8,514

232,542
1,135
14,442
130,323
34,968
7,976
18,727
17,859
7,112

153,734

147,470

123,705

277

267

8,986
92,612
26,937
5,646
6,760
10,467
2,049

120

9,531
81,358
29,777
4,966
11,471
7,846
2,256

3,033
99,259
15,897
1,107

219,625

536

3,178
576

Joint-venture catches (metric tons)
Total
Squid

Flounders
Pollock

pacific cod
Sablefish

Atka mackere,

All rockfih/
Other fish1

48

1,522

1,911

16,966

74,450

142,984

0

<1

0

<1

4

77
583
711
19

5

5

209

18

16
18

1,136

16,856

73,918

466
20

58

193

2,691
134,131
3,426

3,448
207,104
4,650

<1
0
1

1
0

275
790

528
585

3

2,276

33

301

391

2,036
1,268

34
7
0
<1
1
1

1

3

97
34

28
49

Estimates for years 1977-83 are from Berger et al., 1984.
2,'

As rockfish reporting requirements have changed over the years, for comparison purposes, all
rockfish are cmrbthed into a single group.

Reporting requirements of rattails, Coryphaenoides spp., have changed. In 1978, rattails were
included in the "other fish" category. In 1980, rattails were reported in a separate category,

and in this table, rattails make up 2,960 mt of the 1980 foreign catches of 'other fish.' (No
rattails were estimated to have been taken in the 1980 joint-venture fishery.) In the other
years, foreign nations were not required to report them unless they were utilized.
Joint-venture activity did not begin until 1978.
Source:

National Marine Fisheries Service Observer Program,

AFC, SeatUe.

Table 2b.

The Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Pacific S4ipon in the Foreign
Gulf of Alaska, 1977_84.M
and Joint-Venture Groundfish Fisheries in

Foreign Vessel Catch

Total

Joint-Venture Catch

(No.)

(t)

NP'

5,272

19.30

2/

2/

45,603

131.27

68.69

1,050

2.31

21,460

71.00

35,901

106,90

168

1.07

36,069

107.97

1981

30,860

95.89

0

30,860

95.89

1982

5,556

18.89

1,411

2.77

6,967

21.66

1983

9,621

31.76

4,263

11.98

13,874

43.74

1984

12,001

36.13

63,845

168.97

Year

(No.)

(t)

1977

5,272

19.30

NP'

1978

45,603

131.27

1979

20,410

1980

(No.)

(t)

0

75,84&'

205.10

Estimates for years 1977-83 are from Berger et al., 1984.

2/

No estimates of incidental catch were made of the limited joint-venture fishery in 1978.
Fina] estimate for 1984, issued December 1985.

NF - No fishing.
Source:

National Marine Fisheries Service Observer Program, IAFC, Seattle.

H

Table 2c.

Pacific Halibut inthe
The Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of
Alaska, l97784.!/
Groundfish
Fisheries
in
the
Gulf
of
Foreign and Joint-Venture

Foreign Vessel Catch

(No.)

Year

(t)

Total

Joint-Venture Catch

(No.)

(No.)

(t)

(t)

413,009

2,200

NP

NF

413,009

2,200

1977

293,374

11,259

2/

2/

293,374

1,259

1978

249,641

2,576

5,127

21.49

254,768

2,597

1979

511,521

13,205

19,318

48.50

530,839

3,254

1980

417,311

2,499

274

4.81

417,585

2,504

1981

562,196

2,690

2,371

3.60

564,567

2,694

1982

689,688

3,235

98,571

356.49

788,259

3,592

1983

361,913

1,506

165,721

589.66

527,634

2,096

1984

Estimates for years 1977-83 are from Berger et al., 1984.

Estimate for 1984 from National

Marine Fisheries Service Observer Program.

2/
NP

fishery in 1978.
No estimates of incidental catch were made of the limited joint-venture
No fishing.

Source:

National Marine Fisheries Service Observer Program,

'JAFX, Seattle.

Table 2d.

The Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of King C1b in the Foreign and
Joint-Venture Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1978-84.--"

Foreign Vessel Catch

Joint-Venture Catch

Total

Year

(No.)

1978

93,875

135.31

2/

2/

93,875

135.31

1979

24,094

40.30

466

0.83

24,560

41.13

1980

6,395

8.95

6,285

13.03

12,680

21.98

1981

6,619

8.01

0

0

6,619

8.01

1982

3,464

5.60

11

0.03

3,475

5.63

1983

2,124

3.00

4,454

15.01

6,578

18.01

1984

1,465

4.89

5,482

20.15

6,947

25.04

(t)

(No.)

(t)

(No.)

Estimates for years 1978-84 are from Berger et al., 1984.

(t)

Estimate for 1984 from National

Mar the Fisheries Service Observer Program.

2/

No estimates of incidental catch were made of the limited joint-venture fishery in 1978.

Source:

National Marine Fisheries Service Observer Program, NWAFC, Seattle.

Table 2e.

The Estimated Incidental Catch (Nuithers and Metric Tons) of Tanner Cra,in the Foreign
and Joint-Venture Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, l978-84.'

Foreign Vessel Catch

Joint-Venture Catch

Total

Year

(No.)

1978

23,969

14.16

2/

2/

23,969

14.16

1979

16,992

11.30

626

0.25

17,618

11.55

1980

27,844

16.62

58,022

41.43

85,866

31.05

1981

96,662

70.19

0

0

96,662

70.19

1982

63,293

35.33

364

0.17

63,657

35.50

1983

30,609

22.42

102,840

54.87

133,449

77.29

1984

8,885

5.69

41,668

27.36

50,548

33.05

(t)

(No.)

(No.)

(t)

Estimates for years 1978-84 are from Berger et al., 1984.

(t)

Estimate for 1984 from National

Marine Fisheries Service Observer Program.

2/

No estimates of incidental catch were made of the limited joint-venture fishery in 1978.

Source:

National Marine Fisheries Service Observer Program, NWAFC, Seattle.
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Salmon by-catch is associated predominantly with mid-

water trawl gear, although the large surimi trawlers of

Japan use on-bottom gear and also take salmon
incidentally.

Nelson

(1983)

reported that high

incidental catches of salmon tend to occur in western and

central management areas of the Gulf during the winter
season (October through February).

These interceptions

were primarily associated with nations and vessels
targeting on pollock.

Pollock (Theragra chalcogramma) represents the single
most important species, by weight, targeted by groundfish

trawlers in the Gulf.

In 1983, for example, foreign

vessels harvested an estimated 147,500 metric tons of
groundfish, 55.2 percent of which was pollock.

Joint-

venture operations took approximately 143,000 metric tons

of groundfish in that year,

94 percent of which was

pollock [Berger et al.,, 1984].

This fishery has evolved rapidly since the advent of
the MFCMA from an exclusively foreign fishery to what has

become in 1984 a joint-venture dominated fishery (see
Table 3).

This evolution is expected to continue,

ultimately resulting in wholly domestic operations
displacing the tJ.S.-foreign joint-ventures.

Throughout this transitional period prohibited
species by-catch has been a serious problem economically,

biologically, and managerially.

At present, U.S.

management agencies have the authority to insist that
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Table 3.

Estimated Foreign and Joint-Venture Catches of
Pollock in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-1984.
Foreign
Catch (mt)

Year

Joint-Venture
Catch (mt)

None

Total
117,839

1977

117,839

1978

96,328

34

96,362

1979

103,187

583

103,770

1980

112,996

1,136

114,132

1981

130,323

16,856

147,179

1982

92,632

73,9l8

166,550

1983

81,357

134,132

215,489

1984

99,212

202,400

301,612

SOURCES:

Russ Nelson, NMFS, NWAFC; Janet Smoker, NMFS,
AKR.
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foreign and joint-venture groundfish operators submit to

on-board observer coverage to monitor and assure
compliance with prohibited species regulation.

As the

groundfish fisheries become predominantly domestic
operations, without special provisions imposing similar

on-board observer requirements on U.S.
monitoring of by-catch losses will cease,

vessels,

and the means

to evaluate the tradeoff between groundfish catches and
foregone salmon, halibut, and crab landings will be lost.

The purpose of the present study is in part to
develop a methodology to fully account for external costs

imposed upon directed fisheries in the course of
harvesting the groundfish resource. A further purpose is
to define a basis for interpreting the probable benefits

and costs associated with the ability to monitor and
enforce prohibited by-catch regulations.

Within this framework the analysis of the physical
and economic impacts of Gulf of Alaska PSC's pose several

interesting challenges and simultaneously offer the
potential

of providing important insights into the

tradeoffs being made between the harvest of groundfish
and the directed fisheries for halibut, crabs, and salmon
from this region.
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CHAPTER IV

AN EXTENDED METHODOLOGY TO EXAMINE PSC LOSSES

The analytical approach delineated below

is

fundamentally an extension of the Marasco-Terry (1981)

methodology designed to explicitly incorporate and
account for a significant component of the PSC loss which

the original procedure neglects.

In particular, the

proposed extension adds to the original model an
iterative arithmetic algorithm which permits the analyst

to include in the by-catch loss calculation an estimate

of the physical

and economic costs of foregone

reproductive potential, directly attributable to PSC
mortality.

While the theoretical model presented in the
following pages is relatively easily generalized to

reflect the specific biological and economic
characteristics of any particular prohibited species and

its associated directed fisheries, complications arise
when attempting to empirically apply the extended model

to some of the prohibited species intercepted in the
Gulf.

This is principally because insufficient empirical

data and a lack of predictive biological models presently

exist for the Gulf of Alaska which would permit an
adequate description of the life history and reproductive

potential of species such as Pacific halibut, Tanner and

king crabs, each of which is a relatively long-lived
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species capable of multiple reproductive cycles.

At such

time as these data become available it should be
relatively easy to employ the proposed methodology to
more fully evaluate the by-catch costs associated with

loss of reproductive potential for these remaining
species.

Presentation of the extended model will reflect the
more general formulation of the analytical methodology.
The empirical application of this model and its potential
contribution to a more comprehensive treatment of the PSC

problem will be examined in a subsequent chapter and, as
earlier noted, will focus upon salmon.

The remainder of

this chapter will delineate the development of the hybrid

model,

including the underlying assumptions and

siinplifications necessary for its application to PSC
management problems.
The Model

The compound model is configured to allow empirically

derived by-catch data,

e.g.,

NMFS observer program

interception estimates, to be employed in conjunction

with parametric estimates of prevailing physical,
economic, and management policy constraints, to derive
theoretically consistent estimates of benefits foregone
as a result of PSC mortality.

The model begins with the

raw by-catch estimate of physical loss, in numbers of
fish, by species, in the groundfish fishery.

National
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Marine Fisheries Service observers, as well as other
independent researchers, examining by-catch composition
from Gulf of Alaska trawl catch samples, have established
profiles of PSC characteristics.

The model is formulated to incorporate these
characteristics to the fullest extent possible, although

some simplifications have

been necessary.

In the

algorithm, the gross by-catch estimate, in numbers of
fish,

is potentially reduced by the initial application

of a handling mortality factor.

Based upon biological

research, handling mortality (or conversely by-catch
survival) rates have been hypothesized for the various

species represented in the PSC.

These rates vary by

species, capture technology, and care with which the
catch is handled.

They represent one parameter within

the model which can be adjusted to reflect, for example,

advances in trawling technology,
sorting of catch,

handling methods,

and rapidity with which PSC's are

returned to the sea.

At the present time most

intercepted species are assumed to incur 100 percent
handling mortality, although exceptions do exist.
example,

For

Hoag's estimates of handling mortality for

halibut ranged from approximately 50 percent when fish
are taken by longline or smaller draggers, to 100 percent
in the foreign groundfish fisheries.

Thus, the model initially applies to the gross bycatch

estimate a proxy for handling mortality, by
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species, by gear type, to arrive at an "initial gross PSC
loss" estimate (see Equation 1).
(Raw by-catch est.)t5 x (Handling rnortalitY)

=
(1)

(Initial Gross PSC Loss)ti5
where,

t = year of interception in the groundfish fishery
j = intercepting gear-type
s = species of PSC.

The model next incorporates information on the age
composition of the PSC.

While there are exceptions which

will be noted below, the PSC profiles indicate that
virtually all crab, halibut and salmonids captured in
these fisheries are sublegal juveniles.

That is, by-

catches essentially involve the capture of prohibited

species which,

absent their interception in the

groundfish fishery, would not have entered a directed
fishery for some significant additional period of time.
Instead these organisms would have continued to grow and
mature in the Gulf biosphere.

For example, according to observer data, the chinook
salmon captured as PSC's in the Gulf groundfish fishery,

average 61.3 cm. in length and are approximately three
years of age.

This suggests that these individual fish

would typically be one and one-half to three years away
from physical maturity,

depending upon area of origin,
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and thus an equivalent period away from directed terminal

fisheries, hatcheries, or spawning grounds.

During the

remainder of their natural rearing cycle each specimen

would have continued to grow and be susceptible to the
same rate of natural mortality as the general population

of that species.

Therefore,

in assessing by-catch

impacts it would be inappropriate to debit the entire
"initial gross PSC loss" against the groundfish fishery.

The model explicitly accounts for this phenomenon by

applying to the initial gross PSC loss estimate
species-specific annual natural mortality rate.
rate is

a

This

compounded over the average number of years away

from maturity the by-catch was at the time of
interception. This reduces the initial gross loss to

a

potential realized physical loss, measured in numbers of
fish foregone (see Equation 2).

J

[(Initial Gross PSC Loss)t5 x (1 - Annual Natural

Z

i=l

Mortal.Rate5)(t+]=PotentialRealized

(2)

r.J055(t+n)s

where in addition,
n

average number of years away from maturity the
by-catch was at capture.

Each of the species of principal concern to fishery
managers, with regard to prohibited species interception
in the Gulf, is fully utilized and supports an intensive
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directed fishery.

Each fishery has developed under one

or more administrative jurisdictions which,

through

management regulations, have established exploitation

rates for their respective directed fisheries.

By

applying these fishery-specific exploitation rates to the

"potential realized physical loss," by species, by area,

the model is capable of yielding an estimate of the
"actual physical loss" in numbers of fish accruing to
area-specific directed

fisheries in the next most recent

period following the PSC loss.

That is, to the extent

that the original by-catch of immature prohibited species

can be disaggregated into subgroupings which are area of
origin or directed fishery specific, e.g., Columbia River

chinook salmon, it becomes possible within the model's
framework, to anticipate the future impact on the area
specific directed fishery of the by-catch interception by

utilizing the prevailing exploitation rate within that
jurisdiction (see Equation 3).
(Potential Realized LOSSms) x (Directed Exploitation
RateSk) = (Actual Physical LOsssmk)

where m =

(t+n)

for notational convenience and k

=

geographic region of directed fishery.

Because the by-caught fish is typically immature at
interception the loss to the directed fishery is assumed

to accrue only after a sufficient period of time has
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passed to permit the juvenile fish to mature and be
recruited into the directed fishery.

In the case of

halibut this average period between Gulf by-catch loss

and potential recruitment has been estimated at five
years; for chinook salmon three to five years, depending

upon origin of stock; for some crab species perhaps as
little as six months.

At this stage of the analysis the model has generated

an estimate of the actual physical loss, in numbers of
fish,

which will accrue to the directed fishery or

fisheries as
interception.

a

result of the prohibited species

It is then a relatively simple task to

convertthe physical loss from numbers of fish to pounds
of fish by multiplying the former by the average weight
per fish in the directed fishery.

By then multiplying

the pounds of fish foregone by the prevailing ex vessel

price (real or nominal) one obtains an estimate of the

gross (nondiscounted) ex vessel value loss to the
directed fishery,

in that year, attributable to the

earlier annual by-catch in the Gulf groundfish fishery
(see Equation 4).

[Actual Physical Losssmk(numbers of fish)] x [Average

Weight5] x [Prevailing Ex Vessel Pricemsk]

(4)

= [Gross Ex Vessel LOSSifiSk]

Unless the by-catch loss occurs in the same year as

the directed fishery loss, i.e., unless the PSC is
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composed of mature fish which would have entered the

directed fishery in the year of their capture by
groundfish gear,

it is necessary to discount the

estimated gross ex vessel loss to directed fisheries in
order to place all attributable costs and benefits within

a comparable context.

That is, as Baumol (1977) points

out, discounting "permits us to convert amounts payable

or receivable at different dates into similar terms they are all made comparable by being translated into
their equivalent current (or present) value" [p. 600]
(see Equation 5).

[Gross Ex Vessel LOS5mskl x [(11)m] =

(5)

[Discounted Present Value Ex Vessel L0555k]

where, in addition, i = social discount rate.

Of course, the ability to directly compare costs and

benefits which accrue at different points in time is
essential to a comprehensive assessment of the impacts of

PSC'S within the broader context of the Gulf of Alaska
groundfish harvest.

Among the most contentious aspects of the discounting

of future costs and benefits is the issue of the
appropriate discount rate.

The discount rate itself,

whether private or social, can be thought of as a measure
of the opportunity cost of not having immediate access to
a

resource.

Baumol

(1977)

suggests that the
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determination of an appropriate discount rate is crucial,

although somewhat subjective.

The choice depends upon

such factors as risk preference and the degree to which

capital markets operate efficiently.

As a result no

consensus within the economics profession as yet exists

with respect to a formula for deriving the "correct"
discount rate.

As Just et al. (1982) note, real rates of

between zero and eight percent appear with regularity in

the literature.

The present national administration,

through an Office of Management and Budget "advisory"
requires the use of a ten percent real discount rate for

all public investment and policy analysis, unless

some

other rate can be justified on a case-by-case basis.

With respect to exploitation of natural resources,
the issue becomes one of defining a discount rate which

reflects society's collective preference regarding the
rate at which its resources are to be exploited.

Just et

al. (1982), in discussing social discount rates state
that, "the choice of discount rate may have overriding

importance in any cost-benefit analysis of government
policy."

In general, the higher the discount rate the more

rapid the desired rate of resource use and the less
valued is future exploitation.

Just, et al. (1982) note:

"(T)he prevailing market rate of interest should
reflect consumers' preferences toward financing

current consumption through consumer debt as
opposed to deferred consumption.
The market
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rate of interest, however, may not reflect the
value of using resources ... which exceed the
life of the present generation or ... (for)
goods for which perfect markets do not exist
(for example public goods).

In particular, the

market rate of interest will not reflect
society's regard for consumption by future
generations." Because "future generations are
not involved in current markets (they) cannot
represent their interest."
Therefore, governments must, through social discounting.
They conclude that, "the social rate of discount that is

appropriate for public policies may differ from the
prevailing market rate of interest."

This is the context within which a social discount
rate is applied, in the present analysis.

PSC losses

The problem of

is one of long term resource wealth

distribution, with potential intergenerational
implications.

Because the resources under consideration

are public their management and utilization influences

society's collective welfare, despite the fact that
private firms may exploit some share of them.

The use of

a present value gross ex vessel proxy for social benefits

foregone is admittedly imperfect, but it is a reflection
of data limitations and not an indication that the losses
are fundamentally private in nature.

Clearly then,

the process of defining an

"appropriate" social discount rate for public policy
analysis involves a complex of economic objectives and
political agendum.

The model treats the discount rate as

an exogenously introduced parameter in the evaluative
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matrix thus permitting the analyst to assess the
sensitivity of the predicted results to changes in
apparent "social time preferences."

Accounting for Reproductive Potential

Insofar as the exploitation rates in the directed

fisheries are less than 100 percent of the allowable
biological catch, some proportion of the PSC loss goes

uncounted by evaluating the foregone harvest only in
terms of an estimated actual physical loss to directed

fisheries in the next most recent harvestable period.
Specifically, to the extent that some proportion of the

intercepted by-catch would have survived to maturity,
passed through the directed fisheries and contributed to

the spawning population, failure to account for the
future benefit stream associated with this reproductive
contribution has the potential to severely understate the

impact of prohibited species interceptions.

The model

addresses this potential shortcoming by explicitly
allocating the balance of the potential physical loss, in

numbers of fish, to spawning escapement, by area.
example,

For

if 1,000 chinook salmon of central Alaskan

origin represented the potential physical loss to that

region's directed salmon fisheries,

the model would

calculate the product of the area-specific exploitation
rate, i.e., 0.45, and the "potential physical loss," in
numbers of fish, or 450 fish.

The remaining 550 chinook
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would accrue to spawning escapement in the central Alaska
subroutine of the model (see Equation 6).
(Potential Realized Lossms) x (1 - Directed

(6)

Exploitation RateSk) = (Contribution to Spawning
Escapementmsk)

Because spawning potential is typically measured in

terms of females on the grounds or in the hatchery the

550 spawners are weighted by an estimate of the
proportion of spawners which are female, by region.

For

the central Alaska example, chinook escapement is
composed of 55 percent

males,

45 percent females.

Therefore approximately 248 of the 550 chinook escapement

would be comprised of reproductively

mature females in

this region (see Equation 7).
(Contribution to Spawning Escapementmsk) X

(7)

(% FemalesSk) = ("Spawners"msk)

Salmonid biologists have estimated that the "adult to
spawner" ratio for chinook salmon spawning in the wild in

central Alaska is approximately four to one.

That is,

for each reproductively mature female on the spawning
grounds four mature adults will recruit into the directed

fishery at the end of the next cycle.

While this figure

varies by geographic area a four to one ratio is
reportedly a generally accepted estimate of spawner
to recruitment for chinook [Didier, 1982].

Hatchery
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spawned rates are somewhat higher, primarily due to the

controlled environmental conditions.

As a result, the

model weights the adult to spawner ratio by region in
accordance with the relative representation of hatchery
to wild spawning production assumed to occur therein (see
Equation 8).

("Spawners"msk) x (Adult to Spawner RatioSk)

(8)

= (Physical Reproductive Potential Foregone5)

Having established the loss to escapementrepresented
within the PSC,

and the physical reproductive potential

those foregone spawners represent to future directed

salmon fisheries in the area,

the model can track,

compound, and discount the physical and economic costs

over any number of successive generations by simply
reintroducing successive generations into the iterative

calculus. Specifically, the loss of a spawning salmon,
for example, will have repercussions through successive
generations as a portion of its potential offspring are
lost to directed fisheries and, more significantly, as a
portion is lost to future reproductive potential for the
stock itself.

By utilizing an algorithm which accounts for spawner

success, growth and natural mortality of

the offspring,

exploitation by directed fisheries, and reproductive
potential of successive generations, the model is capable

of comprehensively portraying the long term implications
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of PSC losses in both physical and economic terms.

As

each generation passes through this cycle the model
diverts those fish which would have been harvested by
There the fish are

directed fisheries into a subroutine.

converted to pounds landed, valued at assumed prevailing
ex vessel prices, and this values discounted back to the

year of analysis to provide

a

present value

representation of earnings foregone for each spawning
cycle.

For species other than salmon the model must account

for continued potential spawning by the original
generation as well as that of its offspring.

This will

be reduced to the extent that the original generation
will continue to be susceptible to natural and directed
fishery mortality until finally succumbing to one or the
other.

The model may thus be employed to evaluate the long

run aggregrate loss directly attributable to annual

prohibited species by-catches through successive
generations of foregone catches and reproductive
potential.

Furthermore, by permitting modification of

parametric components of the algorithm, the model
provides the analyst with the flexibility to assess
potential responsiveness of the biologic and economic
systems to variations in physical, political, or economic

conditions within the fishery management framework.

The

model may also be employed to assess the geographic
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distribution of losses imposed by PSC's, which should aid

in evaluating the relative merits of capital investments

in enhancement or mitigation projects, as well as long
term expenditures on infrastructure in support of fishery
development.

Finally, the model should enable the fishery analyst

or manager to more accurately and comprehensively

evaluate the costs associated with promotion and
development of the groundfish fishery in the Gulf by
American fishermen.

These costs will, in large measure,

be borne by future directed fisheries targeting on
Pacific halibut, Tanner crab, king crab, and the several
Pacific salmon species which make up the PSC in the Gulf.
An

explicit recognition of this fact is necessary if

society is to make an informed judgment as to the optimal
use of its fishery resources in this region.
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CHAPTER V

AN EMPIRICAL APPLICATION

As previously indicated, an empirical application of

the extended PSC model has been made with reference to
the groundfish by-catch of Pacific salmon in the Gulf of

Alaska.

The process of evaluating the physical and

economic loss to directed salmon fisheries is relatively

complex.

This is principally true because, as earlier

suggested, the Gulf of Alaska serves as a rearing habitat

for salmon originating from river systems throughout

Alaska, British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and
northern California.

Therefore, losses of salmon in the

Gulf necessarily accrue to different directed fisheries,
and at different times, in proportion to the contribution
each region makes to the pool of immature salmon found in
the Gulf of Alaska.

Several limiting assumptions were required, owing to

gaps in the data, in order to permit the quantitative
estimation of the magnitude and distribution of these
impacts.

The empirical results of the analysis are,

therefore, more or less reliable, depending upon the
reasonableness of the assumptions made.

In an effort to

accommodate any concerns about limitations on some
aspects of the empirical data utilized within the model,

alternative specifications have been considered and
compared for purposes of testing the sensitivity of the
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empirical results to variations in assumptions.

Similarly, sensitivity analyses have been conducted

with regard to several of the exogenously determined
parametric components of the model.

These results are

also reported below and contribute insights into the

robustness of the empirical results derived from
application of the model.

Because the proposed model itself is an extension of

the earlier Marasco-Terry methodology, the empirical
results obtained from the hybrid model are compared with

the results which the Marasco-Terry approach would
predict from this same data,

in order to judge the

relative performance of the two techniques.

Once again, the absence of sound, reliable data
pertaining to several key aspects of the PSC salmon
problem make the empirical results reported below very
preliminary.

However, the results do indicate that the

economic costs of prohibited species interceptions are

substantial, and further, that principal among these
impacts is the loss to future fisheries associated with
foregone salmon reproductive potential.
The Empirical Setting

All five Pacific salmon species are taken
incidentally in the groundfish fisheries of the Gulf.

However, by far the most numerous are chinook

(Qnnh

hth) and

churn

(Q

1;1

accounting on average for roughly 89 percent and 9.8
percent of the incidental salmon by-catch, by number of
fish, respectively.

for so few fish,

The remaining three species account

relatively, that they will not be

explicitly treated within the current empirical analysis.

Over the period 1977 through 1984, the actual size of

the salmon by-catch in the Gulf of Alaska foreign and
domestic groundfish fisheries varied substantially (see
Table 4).

From an estimated low by-catch of 5,272 fish

in 1977, the salmon PSC jumped to 45,603 fish the
following year.

In 1979, 1980, and 1981, the incidental

catches of salmon in the Gulf remained at relatively high

levels,

numbering 21,460;

respectively.

36,069;

and 30,860 fish,

In 1982 the incidence of salmon by-catch

took a dramatic downturn to an estimated 6,976 fish
interception; this despite relatively constant total

groundfish harvest and an actual increase in total
landings of pollock.

In 1983 salmon by-catches rose

sharply to 13,874 fish, although remaining well below the

previous historic average interception level.

In 1984

by-catch of salmon in the Gulf soared to the largest
interception observed since MFCMA
1977.

coverage began

in

Estimated, preliminarily, at over 71,200 fish this

PSC represents a potentially very substantial loss to
future U.S. and Canadian directed fisheries.
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Table 4.

Year

*

PSC Salmon By-Catches, 1977-1984.
Foreign
Fisheries

Joint
Ventures

Total
By-Catch

------------ number of fish ---------------1977

5,272

0

5,272

1978

45,603

0

45,603

1979

20,410

1,050

21,460

1980

35,901

168

36,069

1981

30,860

0

30,860

1982

5,556

1,411

6,976

1983

9,621

4,253

13,874

1984

12,163

59,045

71,208**

*

Preliminary estimate, NMFS, NWAFC Observer Program.
**

Early season preliminary estimate issued in Spring of
1985.
subsequent revision in December 1985 produced

somewhat higher estimate, reflected in Table 2b,

p. 31.
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Because annual variability of salmon by-catch has

been so erratic and extreme over the period
observation,

of

the empirical analysis below has been

undertaken as

a

dichotomous "worst case-best case"

investigation intended to bound

or

bracket the

empirically observed extremes in this fishery.

NMFS observer data, compiled for both foreign and
joint-venture operations, indicate that by-caught chum

salmon tend, for the most part, to be mature fish
(averaging 64 cm. in length) in their last year of ocean
life.

Had these fish not been intercepted they would

have entered directed fisheries or contributed to
spawning escapement in the same year as their capture.
This is in marked contrast to most observed by-catch and

particularly that of chinook salmon intercepted in the
Gulf.

Chinook PSC's are, on average, reportedly one and
one-half to three years away from maturity, depending

upon stock, and therefore a similar period away from

recruitment into either directed fisheries or the
spawning biomass.

Samples taken by U.S. observers place

chinook salmon in the by-catch at roughly three years of
age and on average 61.3 cm. in length [Nelson, 1983].

Owing to the absence of reliable scientific
information on "source of origin" of by-caught salmon
from the Gulf, alluded to in the earlier discussion, it
has been necessary to derive estimates of this parameter

for purposes of the empirical application of the model.

These estimates,

while preliminary,

are based upon

historic coded-wire tag recovery data for the Gulf and
the informed opinions of several scientists experienced
in salmonid biology and management in the North Pacific.

It must be emphasized, however, that until appropriate
research has been done with which to verify stock origins

for Gulf by-caught salmon, even the most informed
speculation is still only a guess as to source of origin

for these fish.

Therefore, in an effort to assess the

relative sensitivity of the output of the model to

assumptions about stock origin, several slightly
different allocation schemes have been evaluated, and
their individual results presented below for comparison
sake.

Stock origins were divided into four major geographic
regions.

They are, western Alaska, central Alaska,

southeastern Alaska/northern British Columbia,

and

southern British Col umbia/Washington/Oregon/northern
California.

Proportional representation in the by-catch,

by source of origin, for each run of the model is

summarized below (see Table 5).

Each revised

contribution estimate reflects a different set of

assumptions regarding natural regional salmon
productivity, enhancement contributions, and migratory
range and patterns of local chinook stocks.

Mean age at maturity (rounded to the nearest whole
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Table 5.

Alternative Empirical Specifications.
Source of Origin
Western
Alaska

Central
Alaska

SE Alaska/ Southern
northern
BC/WA/OR!
BC
CA

Contribution
to By-Catch
(%)
I

10

40

30

20

II

5

25

30

40

III

2

18

50

30

Mean Age at
Maturity
(yrs)

5.75

5.60

5.00

4.40

Mean Weight
at Harvest

(1bs.)'

20.7

25.5

19.8

17.6

Escapement
Comparison of
Females (%)

50

45

40

40

Average weight in directed fishery measured in round
equivalents.

year in the empirical algorithm) has been derived from

coastwide harvest statistics, by directed fishery, as
have the regional exploitation rates. Estimated average
weight at harvest, by origin of stock, and species, was
obtained from Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G)

fish ticket files for Alaska fisheries.

Washington

Department of Fisheries (WDF) data were consulted for
mean harvest weight statistics for non-Alaska fisheries.

The percent of escapement comprised of females,

by

region, enters the model as an exogenously determined
parameter,

and

was

obtained

from

the

sources

cited

above.

Chum salmon captured incidentally in the groundfish
fishery were all assumed to be of central Alaska origin.

This assumption is based upon chum salmon production
capacity in the adjacent regions.

As

final ocean yearn

fish a ten percent natural mortality rate was uniformly
applied to the gross estimated by-catch for this species.

That is,

90 percent of the chum salmon taken in the

groundfish fishery, in say year at", would have survived

to enter directed fisheries (or contribute to
reproduction) in the same year as intercepted.

Survival to harvest or escapement for chinook salmon

was determined for each geographic region oforigin by
applying a declining mortality schedule to a maturity
schedule developed for chinook stocks in each area on the

assumption that natural mortality rates decrease with
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increasing age and size of the fish.

The maturity

schedules, as well as estimates for exploitation rates in
each area, were drawn from ADF&G and WDF sources.

The principal hypothesis of this analysis is that

there are substantial and quantitatively measurable
latent costs associated with by-catch destruction of,

this case,

in

salmon which would have matured and

successfully passed through the directed fisheries to
contribute

to stock

reproductive potential.

In the

present empirical analysis, the numbers of these fish

have been derived by estimating the "survival to
harvest," in numbers of fish, for each geographic region.

This number is then reduced by the prevailing
exploitation rate in that same area.

The remaining fish,

in assumed male to female proportions, represent that
portion of the by-catch which would have contributed to
spawning escapement.

Spawners may then be divided among natural runs and
hatchery stocks.

To the extent that there does not exist

substantial surplus production, either in the wild or
hatchery environments, the value of an additional spawner

(in this case a mature female) is appropriately measured

by the future production of adult salmon resulting from
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successive reproductive cycles, discounted to the
present

According

to

salmonid biologists and

aquaculturalists, reproductive potentials of hatchery and

wild

spawners

differ substantially.

Empirical evidence

indicates that wild spawning stocks of chinook salmon

yield to the target fishery and to escapement on the
order of four adults per spawner, while hatchery stocks

may produce 30 to 70 adults per spawner, over observed
output ranges [Didier, 1982).

Clearly, at these rates,

at some point there would be a diminishing return to
additional units of hatchery production, but perhaps only

after wild stocks were substantially displaced.

Loss of wild runs of Pacific salmon through
displacement by hatchery stocks would impose other,

some suggest greater,

and

costs on directed fisheries,

society, and ultimately the ocean environment, than are

associated with PSC losses.

The present analysis is

confined to ranges of wild and hatchery production which

After consultation with Mike Stratton, Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife, Portland, Oregon; Bob
Garrison,

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife,

Corvallis, Oregon; Mel Siebel, Alaska Department of Fish

and Game, Juneau, Alaska; and Aven Andersen, National
Marine Fisheries Service, Juneau, Alaska, it was apparent
that, with perhaps only isolated exceptions, North
American chinook salmon stocks, both wild and hatchery,

which contribute to the Gulf biomass are in depressed
condition.
While some have very recently shown
improvement in escapement/returns over historic low
levels, virtually none, either wild or hatchery, can be
characterized as having surplus production. (Personal
communications, February 1986).
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presently exists or can be anticipated in the future; for

example based upon projected output levels from planned
mitigation and enhancement programs.

At such time as artificial production becomes a
majority or even a substantial minority of the total

production of these species, the findings and
implications of this analysis will have to be re-examined

in light of these new environmental conditions. However,

there is no indication that such artificial production

levels are likely to be achieved in the foreseeable
future.

At this writing,

it is believed that hatchery

produced chinook salmon account for a relatively small
number of fish intercepted in the Gulf.
majority are

Of these, the

assumed to originate in the southern BC/WA/

OR/CA region.

For modeling purposes the assumption of

"four to one" natural and "thirty to one" hatchery "adult
to spawner" ratios has been employed.

An assumed wild to

hatchery stock composition in the southern most
geographic region results in a weighted adult to spawner
ratio of 6.6 to 1 for this area.

So few hatchery produced chinook derive from the
other three regions, relative to natural production, at

the present time, that the adult to spawner ratio for
each is assumed to equal the wild ratio,
for

iterations

I and

II

of

the model.

i.e. four to one

As additional

chinook salmon hatcheries come into production,

in both
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the U.S. and Canada, greater numerical losses, through

foregone reproductive potential, and thus greater
economic costs, will be associated with chinook PSC's.

In its present configuration the empirical model
tends to weight the present value loss of a hatchery
produced chinook more heavily than the loss of a wild
chinook.

This is so because, based upon relative

reproductive potential,

hatchery chinook produce greater

numbers of offspring which survive to contribute to
subsequent directed fisheries and spawning populations.
Therefore, the value, as approximated by the discounted

stream of future ex vessel revenues to directed
fisheries,

from a hatchery produced chinook appears

greater than an equivalently measured value from a wild
fish.

This is appropriate only over the range of

hatchery to wild production believed to prevail at
present or which can be reasonably anticipated in the
future.

At some point, nonpecuniary values attributable

to retention of wild spawning populations, e.g. genetic

diversity, disease resisterice, unique recreational or
aesthetic characteristics, etc., may reverse the relative

value of hatchery to wild stocks presented in this
analysis.

To the extent that substantial artificial propagation

capacity expands beyond the southern most region, the
geographic distribution of salmon PSC economic losses
will broaden.

In an effort to evaluate this potential
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eventuality,

run

III

of the empirical analysis

incorporates an adult to spawner ratio for northern
B.C./SE Alaska of 6.6

to

1

(the same as that of the

southern zone) to reflect the planned increase in
hatchery output of chinook proposed for this geographic
region.

Within the present analytical framework a zero ex
vessel price effect has been assumed.
is

Specifically,

it

assumed that the presence or absence of the

intercepted salmon in the regionally specific directed

fisheries will not measurably influence prevailing
prices.

This assumption appears to be reasonable in

light of the relatively small total numbers of salmon
PSC's as compared to the size of the aggregate directed
salmon harvest in Alaska, British Columbia, Washington,
Oregon, and California.

By employing gross ex vessel value of the foregone
harvest as the measure of loss, the analysis implicitly
assumes that the marginal cost to directed fisheries of

harvesting these salmon, had their interception not
occurred, would have been essentially zero.

To the

extent that these salmon would have been fished in mixed
stock fisheries, the assumption is probably appropriate,

at least as a reasonable approximation of the marginal

cost of harvest.

Run densities would not be altered

substantially by inclusion of these fish; thusmarginal

catch

rates

per

unit effort would likely vary

imperceptibly.

That is, for example, a power

troller

would still be expected to apply essentially the same

number of hours, lines, and hooks of effort over the

course of the harvest season, with or without the
inclusion of these fish.

The assumption may be somewhat

less appropriate for single stock terminal area
fisheries.

In such circumstances, gross ex vessel value

would tend to overstate benefits foregone by an amount
equal to the marginal cost of harvest in that fishery.

Tending to understate benefits foregone within the

model is the simplifying assumption that aliforegone

exploitation would have occurred in the commercial
harvesting sector.

This is perhaps a more severe

shortcoming of the present analysis than the potential
failure to account for marginal harvest costs.

exploitation rates,

cited above,

Estimated

reflect aggregate

utilization of each region's salmon resource,

including

the commercial harvest, recreational, subsistence, and
"Treaty Indian" use.

However, all extractive use has

been valued as if harvest occurred in the terminal area

commercial fisheries,
subsistence,

this resource.

ceremonial,

owing to data limitations on
and tribal cultural values of

By accounting for harvesting losses only

at a commercial ex vessel equivalent value, and by
ignoring secondary impacts imposed upon processors,
wholesalers, retailers, and consumers by the loss of

these fish, the total impact of incidental salmon
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interceptions in the Gulf is very probably substantially
understated in this analysis.

Because data limitations

prevent a comprehensive treatment of these impacts,

the

estimated losses developed below should be interpreted as
a minimum cost estimation.

A final simplification has been made, this regarding

the distribution of catches foregone.

In particular,

salmon were assumed to have been destined for directed

fisheries in the geographical region of their origin.
The catch foregone was therefore measured in mature round

weights and valued, in constant real dollars, at
prevailing 1984 ex vessel prices, by area, weighted by
gear-type.2-7

This simplification was assumed to be

appropriate despite the fact that some fish, particularly

chinook

salmon from the southernmost region, are

intercepted by salmon fishermen as relatively immature

fish in areas other than that of their origin.

These

fish may be substantially smaller in size and weight than
they would have been as fully mature salmon in a terminal
fishery.

Nonetheless,

due to the discounting procedure

employed, this assumption tends to underestimate the
economic benefit foregone to some slight but undefined

extent.

It also results in some shift in the

The analysis assumes approximately constant real ex
vessel prices over the interval of observation, utilizing
1984 prices as a base.

distribution of impacts between geographic regions,

but

to an unknown degree.
Empirical Results

Three different configurations of the model were
evaluated empirically and are reported in the following

In the first two specifications the prevailing
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composition of the aggregate bioinass as between hatchery

and natural production, by geographic region, was
assumed.

That is, the

southernmost region was assumed

to enjoy a 6.6 to 1 weighted "adult to spawner" ratio,
reflecting relatively substantial hatchery production,
while the three other regions were assumed to produce at
the natural "adult to spawner" rate of 4 to 1.
In addition, the relative contribution of each region

to the observed aggregate by-catch was varied to assess
the sensitivity of total and regional estimated losses to
such variation.

Otherwise the three empirical runs were

identically specified.

Two by-catch levels were analyzed, each reflecting an

empirically observed extreme recorded between 1977 and
1984.

These were 5,272 salmon for the low by-catch, and

71,200 fish for the higher interception.

The resulting

impacts of each by-catch level, presented below, reflect

the aggregate gross ex vessel loss to directed salmon

fishermen attributable to a singj. year's incidental

interception of salmon in the Gulf of Alaska groundfish
fisheries.

As previously noted, approximately 90 percent of the

salmon by-catch in the Gulf of Alaska is composed of
chinook salmon.

The remaining ten percent is assumed to

be chum salmon for purposes of the empirical analysis.
At the present time, virtually no data are available with

which to evaluate the reproductive potential of the chum

salmon lost to by-catch.

The Alaska Department of Fish

and Game is in the very early stages of development of a

program to acquire catch and spawning escapement
information for the major chum producing river

systems,

but these data are perhaps a decade or more in the future
(S. Marshall, 1985).

Therefore, all chum salmon taken as

groundfish by-catch, minus a ten percent

natural

mortality loss, have been valued at their commercial ex

vessel equivalence, as if taken in the central Alaska
directed salmon fishery in the same year as their bycatch interception.

The aggregate gross ex vessel loss attributable to

the Gulf of Alaska groundfish fishery interception of
chum salmon in the base year was $30,313.20 and $2,244.29

for the high by-catch and low by-catch levels,
respectively.

To account for chinook salmon losses, including loss

of reproductive potential, it was necessary that the
analysis be carried out over several successive spawning

Because some chinook salmon stocks under

cycles.

consideration mature, on average, in five years while
other stocks mature as six-year fish, losses accrue at
different rates and in different years for each group.
That is,

in the case of five-year chinook salmon stocks,

losses to directed fisheries and spawning populations
occur at five-year intervals; six-year maturing stocks
accrue losses every sixth year.

Arithmetically then, on

a thirty-year cycle losses attributable to both five- and
six-year maturing stocks accrue in the same year.

In the

present analysis the first occurrence of this "grand"
cycle takes places in 2012, or 28 years after the base

year observed interception.

This arithmetic cycle continues in thirty-year
increments

infinitum.

However, the contribution of

each successive year to the aggregate ex vessel value
foregone becomes increasingly less significant and the

limiting assumptions used in the model less tenable.

Also, depending upon the social rate of discount
employed, a large portion of the total benefit stream
foregone can be accounted for at the conclusion of the
first "grand" cycle.

For purposes of comparison then,

the economic costs associated with each of the several

specifications of the model will be summarized at the
conclusion of the first complete cycle, recognizing that

these represent the majority of, but not the total,
present value of the benefits foregone as a result of a
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interception of North American

year's trawl

sing
salmon.

Based upon the foregoing assumptions and parameters
the coastwide aggregate gross ex vessel impacts for model
specifications I, II, and III were derived (Table 6).
Specification I

Specification

I

assumes that ten percent of the

annual Gulf of Alaska groundfish by-catch of chinook
salmon iscomprised of fish from western Alaska sources.

This assumption

is

based upon

circumstantial evidence.

the following

Chinook salmon are an

exceptionally wide ranging species as demonstrated by the

presence of fish from Asian stocks in the eastern Bering

Sea and central and eastern Gulf of Alaska.

Similarly,

scale pattern analyses conducted on salmon captured in

the Bering Sea have demonstrated that fish from the
southern three regions, defined in the present study,
migrate to and rear in the Bering Sea.

These stocks are

presumed to be present in the central and western North
Pacific, as well.
Therefore,

it is conceivable, given this propensity

for distant migration and stock mixing, that some number

of western Alaska chinook move southward into the Gulf

during periods of their life cycle, thus becoming
vulnerable to Gulf groundfish fishing effort.

Table 6.

Coastwide ?ggregate Real Present Value Loss to Directed Salmon Fisheries.
Real Social Discount Rate (%)
Zero

Model Specification

High

Five
Low

High

Ten
Low

High

Low

---------------- Present Value ($) ----------------Number I

2,867,844.20

212,325.45

1,807,481.70

133,019.80

1,307,741.30

96,820.62

Number II

3,089,306.20

228,721.79

1,989,637.20

147,306.00

1,458,560.90

107,986.95

Number III

4,418,481.90

327,129.58

2,713,949.70

200,931.76

1,916,355.90

141,880.56
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Ten percent is a figure proposed by a salmon
biologist consulted during an earlier examination of the

by-catch issue and is believed to represent an upper
limit on the proportion of total interceptions in the
Gulf composed of western Alaska stocks.

It serves as an

initial point of departure for the empirical model.

In a

similar manner, contributions from the central Alaska
region were hypothesized to be forty percent, on average;

northern B.C./SE Alaska thirty percent; and southern BC/
WA/OR/CA twenty percent.

Based upon these assumptions, the gross ex vessel
equivalent loss to coastal directed salmon fisheries, at

the conclusion of the first complete cycle can be
summarized as follows.

Utilizing a zero real social

discount rate (SDR) the cumulative loss exceeds $2.86
million.

Employing the conservative assumption of a ten

percent SDR results in an estimated coastwide cumulative
loss of approximately $1.31 million.

At an assumed five

percent SDR the aggregate loss is estimated to be just
under

$1.81 million.

percent,

These figures account for 69

91 percent, and 98 percent of the total

cumulative value of the loss as measured over the first

thirty year cycles at zero, five, and ten percent
SDR's,

respectively.

The low by-catch results in aggregate ex vessel
losses of $189,448; $133,820; and $96,821, at zero, five,
and ten percent SDR's, respectively.
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It should be emphasized that these estimated losses,
as well as those derived from the other specifications of
the empirical model, reflect the cumulative present value

losses to directed salmon fisheries in Alaska, British
Columbia, and the Pacific Northwest over

grand cycle

(as defined above) attributable to a sing'e season's
salmon

PSC in the

Gulf of Alaska

qroundfish fisheries.

Therefore, each groundfish fishing season which produces

asalmon by-catch results in losses to directed salmon
fisheries which extend well into the future and compound
one upon another.

Specification II of the empirical model reflects the

first of a series of modifications in the assumed
proportional contribution of the four geographic regions
to the aggregate composition of the by-catch.

As before,

only the southern most region, i.e. southern BC/WA/OR/CA,

was assumed to have substantial hatchery production of
chinook.

In combination with the region's large natural

production potential, this results in an assumed by-catch

contribution from the southern BC/WA/OR/CA region of 40
percent.

The northern BC/SE Alaska region is also noted

for high natural productivity of chinook salmon, and in
this specification is assumed to account for 30 percent
of the by-catch loss, on average.
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Subsequent examination of International North Pacific
Fisheries Commission (INPFC) documents on salmon spawning

populations of the North Pacific seems to suggest that

the productive potential of the central Alaska region

with respect to chinook is not as great in absolute
numbers of fish as is that of the other three regions
[INPFC, 1967].

Utilizing information compiled by central

Alaska drainage system the contribution to by-catch loss

from this region was assumed to be approximately 25
percent in this iteration.

The remaining five percent of the by-catch was
assumed to be from the western Alaska region.

This

reduction from Specification I reflects the absence of
empirical evidence on migratory patterns of these stocks

and concern that over-representation in the model of
western Alaska chinook could result in an underestimate
of the commercial impact of salmon by-catch.

This risk

exists principally because the exploitation of the
chinook salmon resource in the western Alaska region is

not predominantly commercial but includes a very large

and important subsistence harvest.

As a result, the

commercial value of chinook in this region is low

relative to the other regions and volume of the
commercial harvest is similarly relatively small.

Given the above allocation of physical loss the
aggregate present value estimate of ex vessel gross
benefit foregone by directed fisheries, attributable to
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chinook interceptions is $3.06 million, $1.96 million,
and $1.43 million; for zero, five, and ten percent SDRtS,

respectively, at the high by-catch level.

This reflects

the compound loss after one complete or grand cycle and
accounts for 75 percent, 93.5 percent, and 98.5 percent
of the estimated benefits foregone over two full cycles,
for zero, five, and ten percent SDR's, respectively, for
chinook losses.

At the low by-catch level, through one grand cycle,

the aggregate present value losses from chinook bycatches are $226,478; $145,062; and $105,743; for zero,
five, and ten percent SDR's, respectively.

To these losses must be added the single season chum
salmon losses estimated to be $30,313.20 for the high bycatch level and $2,244.29 for the low interception level.

The specification change in assumed regional
contribution to by-catch as between iteration I and II of

the model has resulted in an increase in the present

value aggregate economic loss of 7.7 percent;

10.7

percent; and 11.53 percent for the zero, five, and ten
percent SDR's, respectively.

This is principally the

result of the higher ex vessel value placed on each
chinook salmon lost to the directed harvest in the more
southerly

regions.

As will be apparent below,

the

distributional implications of by-catch composition for

the various regions can be important, quite apart from
the aggregate costs.
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Specification 111

A third, alternative specification of the model was

evaluated in an effort to assess the probable economic

costs of by-catch losses under conditions reflecting
increased supplemental production, particularly in the
northern BC/SE Alaska region.

Both the British Columbian

and Alaskan fishery management agencies have indicated

strong interest in expanded hatchery and/or other
enhancement measures for chinook salmon in this region.
In fact, the recently concluded tJ.S,-Canada salmon treaty

envisions substantial expenditures by both nations on
enhancement and rehabilitation programs, with a strong
emphasis on expanded chinook production in SE Alaska.

As an example, Alaska Department of Fish and Game

projects an increase in chinook production from SE
facilities of approximately 232,400 adult fish by 1994
(see Table 7).

Similar data for Canada are not presently

available, although enhancement and rehabilitation of

depleted Canadian chinook salmon stocks figured
prominently in the bilateral treaty negotiation.

Within this context then, the third iteration of the

model was defined to include wholly natural rates of

adult to spawner productivity for the northern two
regions.

The higher "enhancement augmented" adult to

spawner ratio was assumed for both the northern BC/SE
Alaska and the southern BC/WA/OR/CA regions, in order to

TaI,Ie 7.

Projected Adult Chinook Salmon Production from Southeast Alaska Hatcheries, 1985-94.
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reflect expanded hatchery and stream enhancement
productivity.

In combination with these modified productivity rates

the relative contribution of each region to the
intercepted bloinass was altered.

In this iteration, on

average, two percent of the by-catch was assumed to be of

western Alaska origin, while approximately 18 percent
were presumed to originate in central Alaska systems.
With the projected expansion of northern BC/SE Alaska
production capabilities for this species, the proportion
of by-catch loss attributable to this region was assumed

to increase substantially.

In this iteration of the

model northern BC/SE Alaska region was assumed to account

for fully 50 percent of the by-catch loss in numbers of
chinook.

The remaining 30 percent were attributable to

southern BC/WA/OR/CA sources.

The assumption concerning the magnitude of the total

by-catch loss was unchanged;

only the relative

contribution by region has been altered to evaluate the
probable impact of proportional variation in attributable

production potential.

As chinook salmon output in the

aggregate is expanded through capital expenditures on
enhancement facilities and stream rehabilitation projects

the risk of substantially greater aggregate by-catch

losses to groundfish trawls exists.

To sustain

interception levels within the range under consideration

in the face of greatly expanded total juvenile chinook

salmon output will necessitate an actual reduction in the

rate of salmon intercepted per unit of groundfish
harvested.

Specification III produced the following results.

For the high by-catch rate the aggregate ex vessel
present value loss to directed fisheries was estimated to

be $4.42 million through the first grand cycle at a zero
SDR.

At five percent, the loss was approximately $2.71

million, while utilization of a ten percent SDR results

in an estimated gross ex vessel present value loss of
$1.92 million.

At the low by-catch level the estimated coastwide

gross ex vessel loss was estimated to be $327,130;
$200,932; and $141,881, respectively for zero, five, and
ten percent SDR's over the first grand cycle.

The marked increase in present value loss
attributable to a single season's by-catch interception

associated with this latter configuration is, in part,
due to the higher value per pound of salmon harvested in
the directed fisheries in the more southerly regions.
More importantly, however, is the assumed presence of

substantially greater numbers of

artificia1ly" produced

chinook in the by-catch, especially originating from the

northern BC/SE Alaska region.

Their influence on the

weighted regional adult per spawner ratio results in a
substantially greater latent loss being associated with

the PSC interceptions than would have been the case in
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the absence of artificial enhancement of regional runs.

Significantly, this latent loss becomes apparent

Qfl.

when a comprehensive accounting of the by-catch loss,
including reproductive potential foregone, is made.
A Comparison of Predicted Results
From Two Methodologies

From the inception of the present analysis an
implicit hypothesis has been that substantial latent
losses associated with PSC interceptions have,

gone unaccounted for
approaches.

to date,

utilizing existing assessment

Only at this stage of the research can the

merits of this supposition be empirically evaluated.

Utilizing precisely the same set of parametric

assumptions as delineated above the Marasco-Terry
methodology was applied to the high and low by-catch
levels observed between 1977 and 1984.
make the

Marasco-Terry

explicit assumption that all salmon intercepted

as FSC would have been harvested in the directed fishery

at maturity in the absence of their interception.

That

is, for example, immature chinook salmon sacrificed to

groundfish by-catch in 1984 are assumed to be fully
accounted for as losses to gross ex vessel earnings in

directed fisheries in 1986 or 1987,

depending upon

whether the stocks are five- or six-year maturing.

The

economic losses are then discounted, as in the extended
model, to the present at the

appropriate

SDR.
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The results of the comparison of the Marasco-Terry
approach with the extended methodology demonstrate the

magnitude of the latent present value loss associated
with reproductive potential foregone,

through

grand

cycle, attributable to a single season's by-catch loss
(Table 8).

These data indicate that, for Specifications

I and II, approximately 67 percent, 53 percent, and 41

percent of attributable present value cx vessel loss,
through one grand cycle,

goes unaccounted for utilizing

the earlier methodology, for zero, five, and ten percent
SDR's,

respectively.

When additional hatchery and enhancement production
is represented in the by-catch, as in Specification III,
the degree to which the loss is understaite

by use of the

unmodified Marasco-Terry approach rises to 73 percent, 60

percent, and 48 percent, respectively, for zero, five,

and ten percent SDR's.

underestimate of

The implications of such an

cost for resource managers and

enhancement program planners should be obvious.

Failure

to account for losses of these relative magnitudes may

lead to misallocation of fishery resources as,

for

example, between groundfish and salmon catch quotas,
wastage of productive inputs in the respective directed
harvesting sectors, and inappropriate public or private

capital investment in facilities intended to augment
natural production.

Table 8.

Comparative Results from Marasco-Terry and Extended Models.

peciicU,Qn I
High By-Catch
Zero
--

Low By-Catch

Five

Ten

Zero

Five

----------------------------------------------------

Extended Model
Marasco-Terry
Latent Reproductive
P.V. Loss

$2,867,844

$1,807,481

954,176

857,002

$1,913,668

$

950,479

$1,307,741
774,212
$533,529

Ten

---------------

SocialDiscountRate(%)
$212,325

$133,820

$96,821

70,644

63,450

57,320

$141,681

$ 70,370

$39,501

piiic8tin II
High By-catch
Zero

Five

--------------Extended Model

$3,089,306

$1,989,637

Marasco-Terry

1,046,637

945,364

$2,042,669

$1,044,273

Latent Reproductive
P.V. Loss

Low By-Catch
Ten

Social Discount
$1,458,561

858,449
$600,112

Zero

Five

Ten

Rate (%) --------------$228,722

$147,306

$107,987

77,490

69,992

63,557

$151,232

$ 77,314

$ 44,430

pcILicticn UI
High By-Catch
Zero

Five

--------------Extended Model

Marasco-Terry

$4,418,482

$2,713,950

1,207,156

1,093,204

$3,211,326

$1,620,746

Low By-catch
Ten

Zero

Socia]DiscountRate(%)
$1,916,356
995,011

Five

Ten

---------------

$327,130

$200,932

$141,881

89,374

80,937

73,667

$237,756

$119,995

$ 68,214

Latent Reproductive
p.v. r,oss

$921,345
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It is apparent from the results presented above that
the addition to the Marasco-Terry model of a rnethodologic

strategy which includes an assessment of reproductive
potential foregone as a direct result of by-catch losses,

can contribute importantly to a comprehensive cost
accounting.

An Empirical Postscript
Data on salmon PSC's in the Gulf of Alaska groundfish

fishery were obtained from the NMFS Observer Program,

Northwest

arid Alaska Fisheries Center,

Washington.

May 1985.

Seattle,

The 1984 by-catch estimate was obtained in

At that time the data were identified as

"preliminary," although NMFS

sources expressed the

opinion that these PSC estimates would not change
substantially (3. Wall, 1985).

The empirical analysis of

salmon PSC's for the high by-catch was predicated on this
preliminary data.

Subsequent to completion of this aspect of the study
"final" estimates of the 1984 Gulf of Alaska salmon PSC's

were released.

These data indicate that approximately

75,846 salmon were intercepted in these

fisheries,

representing an increase of 4,636 fish over the
"preliminary" estimate.
This,

of course, reflects a change of sufficient

magnitude to result in substantially higher estimated

economic losses than are delineated in the present
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empirical analysis for the "high by-catch."

However, the

purpose for the empirical application was to demonstrate
the kinds of results that potentially can be obtained by
employing the extended model, as contrasted with those of
an alternative methodology, for some given by-catch.

The

intent was certainly not to provide specific estimates of

value for the 1984 salmon interception in the Gulf for
policy analysis purposes.

The increase in estimated by-

catch will not result in a change in any of the basic

conclusions drawn from the

empirical

analysis.

Therefore, no effort has been made to re-evaluate the

empirical portion of this study utilizing the "final"
estimated 1984 PSC data.

CHAPTER VI
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF' IMPACTS

AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

The estimated gross loss to society from a single
season's salmon PSC in the Gulf, approximated by an ex
vessel equivalent value, can be substantial as enumerated
in the previous chapter.

No small part of that loss has

been shown to be directly attributable to reproductive

potential foregone.

At least with respect to sheer

numbers of fish, hatchery produced salmon represent

disproportionately important share

of

a

the foregone

potential resource, owing to their much greater adult to

spawner reproductive contribution.

Therefore, the

greater the proportion of the salmon PSC composed of
hatchery fish,

the larger will be the attributable

economic loss from foregone reproductive potential,
ceteris paribus.

(At least, as noted earlier, over the

range of production under consideration here.)

Yet, it is precisely the prospect of significantly
enhanced productivity that has attracted both private and

public sector investors to large scale capital
expenditures on hatchery facilities.

With this

investment in salmon (particularly chinook salmon)
production capacity will come increased economic risk and

the prospects of a dramatic redistribution of economic

losses between regions.

Private sector mariculture

companies,

individual states, multi-state compacts, and

bilateral international organizations have all recently
entered the rush to enhance and rehabilitate the Pacific
salmon resource.

For many decisions associated with these public or
private capital expenditures, and the accompanying social

policies governing salmon enhancement, aggregate loss
estimates do not provide sufficient insight or detail.

Therefore, the PSC model, presented in Chapter IV and

applied in Chapter V,

has been further extended to

evaluate the regional implications of the observed salmon

interceptions characterized above

in

the empirical

analysis.

Specification I

As before, the first specification of the empirical
model assumes that, on average, approximately 10 percent

of the observed chinook salmon by-catch in the Gulf is

composed of fish of western Alaska origin, 40 percent

from central Alaska,

30 percent fromnorthern BC/SE

Alaska, and 20 percent from southern BC/WA/OR/CA.

The

geographic distribution of ex vessel equivalent losses

attributable to annual salmon interceptions are
summarized below (Table 9)

From the standpoint of total gross impacts
attributable to Gulf salmon PSC's, the heaviest economic

loss accrues to the central Alaska management region.

Table 9. Geographic Distribution of Losses from Salmon PSC's:

Specification

One.1'

lUgh By-Catch

Low By-Catch

5DB (%)

Region

Zero

5DB (%)

Five

Ten

Zero

Five

Ten

Western Alaska

$

202,461.30

$112,278.84

$ 72,946.87

$14,989.57

$ 8,312.74

$ 5,400.75

Central

$1,037,864.00

$546,148.20

$340,983.20

$76,839.90

$40,435.00

$25,245.00

Alaska2)'

Northern NC/SE Alaska

$

885,315.10

$675,641.21

$548,333.53

$65,545.74

$50,022.24

$40,596.76

Southern BC/WA/OR/CA

$

711,891.20

$443,099.90

$315,163.79

$52,705.98

$32,805.64

$23,333.64

21

Estimates calculated through one grand cycle.
To these estimates must be added chum salmon losses of $30,313.20 for high
by-catch; $2,244.29 for low bycatch.
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Estimated at $1.04 million for the high by-catch and
$76,840 for the low by-catch, at a zero SDR, these losses

reflect accrual through one grand cycle.

To these must

be added the present value estimated loss from chum
interceptions,

i.e.

$30,313.20 and $2,244.29 for high and

low by-catches, respectively.

The SDR employed in the analysis influences the
magnitude and distribution of the estimated present value
loss.

period,

At a five or ten percent SDR, over the same
the greatest loss appears to accrue to the

northern Bc/SE Alaska region, although with inclusion of

chum salmon losses in the central Alaska total the five
percent

SDR results in the two regions

comparable

in

terms

attributable loss.

being reasonably

of present value estimated
As suggested previously, this

sensitivity to variation in the discount rate employed

has important implications for policy analysts and
decision makers charged with interpreting society's

preferences regarding investment or disinvestment,
consumption versus conservation of natural resources.
considerable care and a clear articulation of objectives
should accompany the choice of a SDR.

The higher weighted ex vessel value of chinook salmon

harvested in the northern BC/SE Alaska region also
influences the cumulative present value estimate of
distributed losses, despite the fact that the largest
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share of fish lost to PSC's were attributed to the
central Alaska region.

Present value estimates of losses accruing to the

southern BC/WA/OR/CA region range from $711,891

to

$315,164 for the high by-catch, $52,706 to $23,334 for
the low by-catch.

These losses reflect the presence of

relatively large numbers of hatchery produced chinook,

which result in a greater cumulative reproductive loss

owing to the weighted adult to spawner ratio in this
region.

The presence or absence of substantial hatchery

capacity can have important implications for the
distribution and magnitude of future PSC losses.

As is the case for all three specifications of the
model reported here, chum salmon PSC's were assumed to
originate exclusively in the central Alaska management
region.

These fish were treated as products of wild chum

stocks for purposes of the empirical analysis.

However,

recent efforts have been made to augment natural chum
salmon runs in this region through artificial production.

In particular, the Prince William Sound Aquaculture

Corporation (PWSAC),

a private non-profit salmon

production company, and the Alaska Department of Fish and

Game Fishery Rehabilitation and Enhancement Division
(FRED)

are actively involved in development of

substantial chum salmon hatchery production facilities in

the Prince William Sound.

Projections suggest that by

the early 1990s the output of aquaculturally produced
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chum salmon from these Prince William Sound
will reach

225

million

facilities

fish (Brian Allee, 1985).

Chum

salmon production levels of this scale, in relatively

close proximity to the principal Gulf groundfish
fisheries, could quite probably result in substantially
greater chum interceptions.

This obviously would lead to

commensurately larger economic losses to directed salmon

fisheries of this region, which in turn, will reduce
revenues to PWSAC hatcheries.

This is so because PWSAC

operating and maintenance funds are derived from

a

mandatory two percent assessment on gross receipts from

salmon fishing levied on all corporation member
fishermen.

fishing

Thus, a decline in gross receipts from salmon

in this region could directly threaten the

economic viability of this hatchery production system.

Had the chum salmon reproductive cycle been modeled
in an equivalent manner to that of the chinook PSC's, the

estimated benefits foregone to the central Alaska region

would have been somewhat greater.

To the extent that

chums lost to by-catch were hatchery produced,

and

correctly identified as originating in central Alaska,

the greater adult to spawner ratio associated with
hatchery production would have resulted in even more

rapid compounding of the loss,

over assumed output

ranges.

As the analysis concerning probable explanations for

by-catch variations suggests (see Appendix A), salmon
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PSC's are reasonably highly positively correlated with
groundfish, and particularly pollock, harvest levels.

To

the extent that by-catch rates are not readily managable

by either modifications

in

fishing technique or

technology, widely varying annual salmon PSC's will
apparently continue to occur. This tentative conclusion
would seem to have direct

implications for both public

and private investment decisions with respect to large

scale capital expenditures on chum salmon hatchery
facilities in this region.

It would appear that the rate

of PSC loss could potentially influence the initial

physical viability of a facility by, for example,
reducing adult returns to the hatchery below levels
necessary for profitable brood production.

PSC losses could adversely affect the
economic success of such an operation.

Similarly,

longer term

Because annual

rates of interception are apparently not easily predicted

priori, this risk should appropriately be reflected in
capital investment and start-up decisions.

In addition to expansion of chum salmon production
capacity,

PWSAC is contemplating the development of

chinook salmon production capabilities.

Plans call for a

chinook program capable of producing an estimated 7
million smolts, yielding between 80 thousand and 90
thousand adult salmon to the directed net fisheries of
the area (Allee, 1985).

Some unknown number of these

chinook will fall prey to groundfish fishing effort in
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the Gulf.

This will result in an increase and/or

redistribution of estimated annual losses from salmon
PSC's to the central Alaska region.

The extent of this

redistribution will depend upon the degree to which
central Alaska chinook displace fish from other regions

in the total by-catch or simply contribute to addition
PSC losses.

Specification II

The second configuration of the empirical model

assumes that the contribution of chinook salmon of
western Alaska origin, to the annual salmon PSC, averages

approximately five percent.

Central Alaska PSC losses

were presumed to be 25 percent of the total number
intercepted.

Northern BC/SE Alaska contributed

approximately 30 percent,

as before, while southern BC/

WA/OR/CA now accounts for fully 40 percent of the chinook
lost.

By altering the distribution of physical loss, to
reflect a heavier contribution from the southern most

region, one would expect to observe some shift in
estimated impact from north to south.

This is precisely

what is predicted by the model, as described below (Table
10).

However, the degree to which predicted economic

losses are redistributed may not have been fully
anticipated.

That is, by increasing the proportional

Table 10.

Geographic Distribution of Losses from Salmon PSCs:

Specification Two.1-'

High By-Catch

Low By-Catch

SDR (%)

Region

Western Alaska
Central Alaska2'
Northern BC/SE Alaska
Southern BC/WA/OR/CA

Zero

SUR (%)

Five

Ten

Zero

Five

Ten

$

101,230.80

$ 56,139.31

$ 36,473.50

$

7,494.77

$ 4,156.37

$ 2,700.37

$

648,665.00

$341,342.80

$213,114.43

$48,024.95

$25,271.88

$15,778.27

885,315.10

$675,641.21

$548,333.53

$

65,545.74

$50,022.24

$40,596.76

$1,423,782.00

$886,201.20

$630,326.42

$105,412.03

$65,611.30

$46.667.29

$

1-,

Estimate calculated through one grand cycle.

21

To these estimates must be added chum salmon losses
of $30,313.20 for high by-catchy $2,244.29 for low bycatch.
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share ofthe annual salmon PSC by 20 percent for the
southernmost region, the

model estimates the present

value equivalent loss to be from $1.42 million to
$630,326 for the high by-catch for SDR's of zero and ten
percent,

respectively.

This reflects a doubling of the

estimated attributable economic loss to this region from

a single year's salmon PSC, as compared with estimated
costs from specification one.

The predicted results are a clear indication of the
important influence artificial hatchery capacity can have

on the distribution and total magnitude of losses
associated with prohibited species interceptions.
date,

To

this consideration has apparently not entered the

decision process on development and siting of salmon
hatchery facilities.

As with all the models evaluated, the choice of an

appropriate SDR has an

important influence upon the

magnitude of the projected present value loss
attributable to by-catch interception.

For example, the

low by-catch estimated present value loss, at a ten
percent SDR for the western Alaska region, was $2,700.37,

or approximately 65 percent of the same estimate at a
five percent SDR, i.e. $4,157.37.

It represents only

approximately 36 percent of the loss calculated at a zero
SDR.

Similar results

derive for the other geographic

regions defined in the empirical portion of the study.

The model performs in a manner consistent with
priori expectations with respect to the changes made in

contribution to by-catch in every case.

percent

reduction

That is, a 50

in western Alaska's physical

contribution to assumed annual PSC's results in a halving
of the predicted economic loss for the region.

Likewise,

a reduction of 37.5 percent in the central Alaska chinook

loss is reflected in an equivalent percentage decline in
predicted economic costs to that region's directed salmon
fisheries.

But again, the most significant result to be drawn
from this stage of the analysis seems to be the suggested

role that the presence of artificial hatchery production

capacity can play in determining the scale and
distribution of long run economic losses from Gulf of
Alaska groundfish salmon interceptions.
pecification III

The third configuration of

the empirical model

permits an examination of a series of issues surrounding

the proposed expansion of west coast chinook production
capacity, cited earlier in this paper.

This iteration of

the model anticipates the probable influence of
substantial additional chinook production on the
composition of the annual Gulf salmon PSC.

It further

anticipates, although imperfectly, the extent of the
proposed northward

shift in geographic distribution of

this potential capacity and its likely influence on
directed fishery losses.

The model achieves this result

through the following series of assumptions.

First, the

proportion of annual by-catch attributable to western and

central Alaska sources (composed solely of wild stocks)
is reduced to two percent and 18 percent, respectively.
The model then assumes that 30 percent of the total by-

catch derives from southern BC/WA/OR/CA sources, while

the remaining 50 percent of the annual salmon PSC is
presumed to be of northern BC/SE Alaska origin.

In order to appropriately reflect the anticipated
presence of substantial numbers of hatchery fish produced

in this region, the model employs a weighted adult to
spawner ratio for northern BC/SE Alaska equivalent to the

"wild to hatchery" ratio assumed for the southern BC/WA/
OR/CA region.

The empirical results are summarized below

(Table 11).

The most immediately apparent consequences of this

series of assumptions

is

the substantial predicted

increase in the present value economic loss accruing to
the northern BC/SE Alaska region.

level,

For the high by-catch

the model estimates present value ex vessel

equivalent losses, through one grand cycle, of more than

$2.81 million, $1.75 million, and $1.25 million, for
SDR's of zero, five, and ten percent, respectively.

At

the assumed low by-catch level these same estimates are
$208,251,

$129,621, and $92,195.

Table 11.

Geographic Distribution of Losses from Salmon PSC's:

Specification Three."

High By-Catch

Low By-Catch

SDR (%)

egion

Western Alaska
Central A1aska2'
Northern BC/SE Alaska

Southern BC/WA/OR/CA

Zero

$

$

SDI

Five

Ten

40,492.28

$

22,455.74

$

14,589.38

381,273.70

$

245,767.00

$

153,442.44

Zero

$

2,997.91

Five

$

(%)

Ten

1,662.55

$ 1,080.15

$ 34,577.98

$ 18,195.76

$11,360.36

$2,812,803.00

$1,750,763.90

$1,245,264.40

$208,250.60

$129,620.76

$92,195.32

$1,067,836.70

$

$472,745.34

$ 79,058.97

$ 49,208.49

$35,000.47

664,650.60

Estimate calculated through one grand cycle.

To these estimates must be added chum salmon losses of $30,313.20 for high by-catch;
catch.

$2,244.29 for low by-

I]

The analysis suggests that an approximate 20 percent

increase in the proportion of total annual by-catch
attributable to sources in this region, will result in
between 32 percent and 44 percent greater present value
economic losses, depending again upon the SDR selected.
This is a product of both the prevailing higher ex vessel

price paid for chinook harvested in this region and the
greater reproductive potential foregone when a hatchery
salmon is lost to groundfish fishing effort.

An empirical
calculation of

consideration bearing
this regional

assumptions, must be noted here.

loss,

upon the

under these

At such time as chinook

hatchery output on the scale envisioned above becomes a

reality in this region, a re-evaluation of the price
assumption in the model may be appropriate.

At present,

directed commercial chinook harvest, at least in
southeast Alaska, is confined by regulation to trolling,

i.e. harvesting by hook and line.

Troll caught salmon

are generally assumed to be of higher quality,

and

therefore greater economic value, than are net caught
fish.

This results in a higher weighted ex vessel price

for chinook salmon harvested in this region and thus
accounts for at least a share of the disproportionately
high estimated loss here, as well.

If hatchery produced chinook become relatively

abundant in this region, initiation (actually
reinitiation) of a directed net fishery for chinook may
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be necessary to fully utilize the available harvestable
surplus.

This is particularly the case because mixed

stock harvesting techniques, such as salmon trolling,

require exploitation rates which protect the least
abundant stock in the fishable biomass.

That is, rates

of exploitation in a mixed stock fishery must be set so

that adequate escapement of the weakest stock is
accommodated, lest it be overharvested.

However, such a

rate tends to result in the underexploitation of the more
abundant components of the mixed stock biomass.

Terminal

area fisheries, e.g. in-river gilinets, can be regulated

by time and area to be highly stock selective, thus
for example,

permitting,

full utilization of large

hatchery returns.

The reauthorization of directed net fisheries for
chinook

in

SE Alaska would effectively reduce the

weighted average ex vessel price paid for this species in

northern BC/SE Alaska.

This would, in turn, reduce the

estimated present value loss to this region as calculated

within the model.
Should large scale artificial chinook production
become a reality in this region, resource conflicts are
likely to intensify and the management solutions become

more complex.

This is the case because at present the

harvesting of groundfish in the Gulf of Alaska involves a
substantial foreign presence.
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The substantial level of foreign involvement in the
gr-oundfish fishery has allowed allocation conflicts to be

portrayed as a "them against us" problem, with "us" more

appropriately read U.S.

Under prevailing law,

e.g.

MFCMA, the solution to such conflicts is relatively
clear.

Preference must be given in all disputes to the

American fishing interest.

However,

an aggressive

program is underway to fully "Americanize" all fisheries

activity in the U.S.

Exclusive Economic Zone

formerly FCZ) by the end of this decade.

that this objective is achieved,

(EEZ,

To the extent

Gulf of Alaska

groundfish PSC's will henceforth result from wholly
American groundfish harvesting activities.

At that

point, the management solution becomes less clear as

benefits foregone from PSC's accrue to one group of
American fisheries while potential losses imposed on the
groundfish industry through mandatory reductions in PSCts

will accrue to another American fishery.

This nation

will, in essence, be forced to internalize the costs of

trading off groundfish for prohibited species, or vice
versa.

This is an experience the U.S. has, to date, been

able to avoid by transferring these costs to foreign
fishermen.

This is possible in two ways.

First by

imposing a PSC fee, equal to the present value loss
accruing to American interests, directly on the foreign
fisherman responsible for the loss, the externality could
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be appropriately redistributed so as to appear as an

internal cost of harvesting groundfish.

This would

induce optimizing adjustments on the part of the
groundfish harvester, either in the form of reduced

production or through investment in PSC avoidance
technology, or both.

The second alternative which has been available to
fisheries managers, and more often chosen as a means to

reduce PSC losses, is the reduction of total allowable
catch.

This is accomplished administratively by setting

total allowable foreign fishing (TALFF) and/or jointventure processing (JVP) below the allowable biological
catch (ABC).

In effect,

a designated portion of the

physically available harvestable biomass is removed from

exploitation through regulatory action to reduce or

eliminate further prohibited species losses, thus
transferring all associated costs to the wholly foreign
and/or foreign-domestic groundfish fishermen.

The new fisheries management environment which will

evolve with the full Americanization of the EEZ will
require social choices concerning not only the rate of
exploitation, but the distribution of natural resource
wealth among competing American fishing interests.

This

will demand a new degree of comprehensiveness and
accuracy in resource valuation and distributional impact

analysis.

The present model and supporting analysis
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reflects, it is hoped, at least a modest step in this
direction.

Further Comparative Results

The relative performance,

in evaluating losses

attributable to PSC's, of the original Marasco-Terry
methodology and the extended model presented here, was
clearly demonstrated in the aggregate empirical results.

However, it may be instructive to further contrast the
two sets of predicted results to assess the contribution

of reproductive potential foregone by region in the
model.

The results are presented below for Specification III
of the empirical analysis (Table 12).

Comparable results

derive from the other two configurations of the model
and,

therefore,

will

not be presented here.

Specification III incorporates assumptions concerning
expanded artificial propagation capacity for chinook and

is, therefore, particularly interesting insofar as the
results reveal the magnitude and temporal distribution of

latent losses of reproductive potential in the presence
of substantially enhanced runs.

The results presented here are limited to those
associated with a five percent SDR.

Comparable results

with respect to the relative performance of the two

methodologies are obtained for any SDR selected.
However,

the relative degree to which the estimates

Table 12.

Regional Implications of Two Methodologies.
Extended
Model

MarascoTerry

Latent Reproductive
P.V. Losses

High fly-Catch

Western Alaska

$

22,456

Central Alaska

$

Northern BC/SE
Alaska
Southern BC/WA/
OR/CA

$

8,542

$

13,914

245,767

$ 82,319

$

163,448

$1,750,764

$704,556

$1,046,208

664,651

$267,474

$

397,177

$

Low By-Catch
Western Alaska

$

1,663

$

632

$

1,031

Central Alaska

$

18,196

$

6,095

$

12,101

Northern BC/SE
Alaska

$

129,621

$ 52,163

$

77,458

Southern BC/WA/
OR/CA

$

49,208

$ 19,803

$

29,405

Chum losses should be added to central Alaska totals.

High by-catch $30,313.20; low by-catch $2,244.29.

H
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obtained from the extended model exceed those of the
Marasco-Terry approach varies inversely with the discount

rate employed.

That is, the higher the rate of social

discount the nearer are the estimates from the two
methodologies.

This is precisely the expected result,

because the SDR measures society's collective judgment
regarding the value of future resource use when compared

with present exploitation.

Thus, the SDR is inversely

proportional to the relative value society places on the
future.

In the present context of course, the higher the SDR

the lower the present value of future reproductive
potential and the nearer the estimated discounted losses
derived from the two models.

At a SDR of five percent, under the assumptions

delineated earlier, the Marasco-Terry methodology
estimates the present value loss to the western Alaska
region to be $8,542 for the high by-catch, $632 for the
low by-catch.

By accounting for reproductive potential

foregone the extended model estimates these same losses
at $22,456 and $1,663, respectively.

The latent loss is,

therefore $13,914 for the high by-catch and $1,031 for
the low by-catch.

Thus, on the order of 61 percent of

the attributable loss from salmon interceptions has gone
unaccounted for in the original approach, as compared to
the extended model.
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For the central Alaska region the Marasco-Terry
methodology estimates $82,319 and $6,095 in losses, for
the high and low by-catches, respectively.

This compares

to present value estimates of $245,767 and $18,196 from

the extended model for the same two observations.

The

latent reproductive loss for this region is approximately

$163,448 for the high by-catch, $12,101 for the low bycatch.

In this case, 66.5 percent of attributable loss

is not accounted for by the former estimation technique.

These estimates would be even higher,

i.e.

more

disparate, if the central Alaska chum salmon losses were
included in a manner equivalent to the chinook losses.

For the northern BC/SE Alaska region the MarascoTerry estimate places the present value loss at $704,556

and $52,163, for high and low by-catches, respectively.

The extended model, with its inclusion of reproductive

potential foregone, places these same losses at
$1,750,764 and $129,621.

The latent losses in this

region total $1,046,208 for the high by-catch and $77,458

for the low by-catch level.

Again, approximately 60

percent of the total attributable regional loss is
comprised of

reproductive potential foregone.

The

absolute magnitude of the estimated loss for this region
points out, once again, the joint influence that greater

proportions of hatchery fish and the higher relative
price have on the estimated present value losses.
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For the southern BC/WA/OR/CA region, also assumed to

have substantial representation from hatchery stocks
within its by-catch loss, the former approach predicts
present value loss of $267,474 and $19,803, for high and

The extended model

low by-catches, respectively.

estimates these to be $664,651 and $49,208, with latent
losses of $397,177 and $29,405.

percent

of

Again, approximately 60

the present value estimated loss

is

unaccounted for by use of the original methodology.

These comparative results simply reaffirm the
conclusion drawn from the aggregate analysis.

That is,

the salmon PSC loss represents an important economic cost

to society which must be weighed against the benefits
accruing from the harvest of the groundfish complex in

the Gulf of Alaska.

Furthermore, a very substantial

component of the total loss can be directly attributed to

foregone reproductive potential associated with those

intercepted salmon.

Finally,

the magnitude and

distribution of these losses will be influenced in a very

significant way by the degree to which natural chinook
and chum salmon runs are augmented by artificial hatchery
stocks,

at least over the range of production under

consideration at this time.

Species/stock selection and facility siting can have

a dramatic influence on PSC losses and, in turn, may be
influenced by the potential for these losses.

CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Some Final Remarks Pertaining to the Methodology

The proposed extended methodology owes its
development,

in large degree,

to the pioneering efforts

in by-catch valuation assessment made by Richard Marasco

and Joseph Terry.

As the title suggests, the present

model is an "extension" of the basic approach articulated

by Marasco and Terry, intended to address a perceived

shortcoming of the original model when applied to
regulatory and economic regimes such as presently prevail
in the Gulf groundfish fishery.

It must be pointed out that at a sufficiently high
discount rate,
converge.

the results of the two methodologies

This is so because at relatively high discount

rates society is, effectively, assumed to place no value
on delayed consumption.

Therefore, the foregone benefits

attributed to reproductive potential of the by-caught

species have no present value.
appropriate measure of loss is,

In this case, the
as

Marascoand Terry

correctly point out, the ex vessel equivalent earnings

foregone in the next most recent directed fishery,
following interception.

This is simultaneously the solution which would be
obtained under assumptions of perfect open access in the
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fishery, as well.
state,

Essentially,

in this theoretical

the value of the marginal loss to PSC'swould

appropriately be measured as the ex vessel equivalent
loss to directed fisheries, as defined immediately above.
This is so because, as in the commons dilemma articulated

by Hardin (1968), each fisherman would always find it in
his or her individual best interest to capture every last

available fish in the present period.

That is, under

this set of assumptions, it would never be rational,

for

example, for a salmon fisherman to voluntarily forego the

harvest of an available fish, with the expectation that
in so doing he/she could obtain future benefits from its

progeny.

Rather, by foregoing the capture of the

marginal fish he/she can be relatively assured that

someone else willharvest that fish in the present
fishery, thus preventing its contribution to future runs.
Thus,

the fisherman who refrains from capturing the

marginal fish not only incurs the ex vessel loss
associated with that foregone fish in the present catch,
but sees all prospects of acquiring future benefits from

his/her decision not to harvest, eliminated by a fellow
competitor in the present fishery.

Therefore,

in

a purely open access unregulated

fishery the marginal loss to PSC would be equal to the ex

vessel equivalent value in the next most recent directed
fishery following loss, and have no attributable costs to
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the directed fishermen in terms of future catch,

i.e.

foregone reproductive potential.

This does not imply that society does not suffer
costs in the form of inefficiencies and suboptimal rates
of resource exploitation under these circumstances.

This

issue, however, is beyond the scope of the immediate
study and has, in itself, inspired the development of a
substantial body of literature.

With either regulatory constraints on directed catch,

e.g. management provisions for escapement, or, social
discount rates within the range typically encountered in

the literature

(as

articulated above),

the two

methodologies under examination produce empirical results

which diverge by the present value of the foregone
reproductive potential attributable to PSC interceptions.
The foregoing suggests that "context" is an important

and legitimate consideration for the economist in the

prosecution of an empirical analysis.

This point

deserves further illumination.

Consider the following argument.

It may be, from a

purely abstract perspective, that the apparent least cost

solution for mitigating losses attributable to PSC
interception would involve simply reducing the direct
fishery

(on the species designated as "prohibited")

proportionally and then compensating directed fishermen

for their ex vessel losses.

That is,

under this

proposition, no reproductive potential foregone would be
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attributable to PSC by-catches if an equivalent number of

other fish which, in the absence of this compensatory
adjustment would have been harvested in
fishery,

the directed

are instead not harvested but permitted to

replace those potential spawners lost

in PSC's.

In

essence the suggestion is that, for example, salmon lost

to PSC's and salmon harvested in directed fisheries are
relatively perfect substitutes.

Because no decline in the spawning population is
necessary, if only directed fisheries are adequately
reduced in subsequent seasons, the "appropriate" (and
incidentally lowest) estimated measure of attributable
lossto PSC's under this argument is confined to the ex
vessel revenue foregone by directed fisheries.

This is

precisely equivalent to the value calculated using the

original Marasco-Terry technique.
ignores the logistical problems

(This of

course

connected with correctly

identifying the directed fishery into which each by-

caught fish would have recruited in order to
appropriately distribute the catch reductions, etc.).

The ex vessel value in the directed fishery would be

an approximate measure of the minimum willingness to

accept compensation by directed fishermen for their
reduced catches from groundfish fishermen responsible for
PSCtS.

Noactual compensation need be paid, as the

Kaldor-Hicks compensation criteria demonstrate (Just,

et

al., 1982), for this solution to be judged a socially
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superior state,

in theory.

finding that groundfish

It would require only a

fishermen gain sufficiently by

being permitted to take PSC's in

thecourseof their

harvesting activity to enable them to potentiafl
compensate directed fishermen and still be better off
themselves.

The most serious problem with this theoretical
supposition in practice is that despite its apparent

efficiency from the standpoint of minimizing the
potential estimated cost of mitigating PSC losses, it
requires action on

the part of groundfish fishermen,

directed fishermen, regulators and policy makers, and the

American public which are not within the realm of
political possibility, given existing institutions, legal

rights and obligations, and economic investments and
interests.

Therefore, in a very real sense, this

purported solution does not constitute a viable
alternative means of understanding nor potentially
resolving this problem.

That is, it does not adequately

conform to the political,

social,

and economic

circumstances that presently exist, or can be expected to

evolve in the foreseeable future.

Thus it does not

represent an alternative which society has any reasonable
expectation may be obtained.

In this respect, the estimated loss to society
attributable to PSC's is, in fact, understated because
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the context within which the estimate is derived is
irrelevant.

Alternatively, it might be hypothesized that the most

efficient means of addressing the loss, for example of
salmon PSC's, would be to invest in sufficient artificial

salmon production capacity to yield outputs which would

fully offset.such losses to groundfish by-catch.
Specifically, if sufficient numbers of additional
immature salmon could be introduced into the ocean,
adequate total levels of survival should theoretically,

be attainable so as to fully compensate for all losses
sustained in the original interception.

If that level of artificial production could be
achieved, then the appropriate aggregate measure of PSC
loss would be equivalent to the total cost of production,

including the amortized capital costs, operation and
maintenance expenditures, etc., for the required hatchery
capacity and output.

In essence, this argument suggests that groundfish

fishermen can be required to provide sufficient
enhancement capacity to fully compensate directed
fishermen for all PSC losses, thus negating the need to
consider foregone reproductive potential associated with

the by-catch.

Ignoring for a moment the obvious

difficulties associated with artificially supplementing

ocean populations of Pacific halibut, king crab, and
Tanner crab (all technologies which exceed our current
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mariculture capabilities) there remain several problems
with this mitigation approach.

In the same manner as that of the earlier argument

this conceptualization implicitly

set forth above,

assumes that fish lost to PSCtscan be perfectly
substituted for,

in this case,

by fish of the same

species produced in man-made hatchery facilities.
proposition is not supported empirically.

This

For example,

one chinook salmon is not necessarily a perfect (or even
adequate) substitute for all other chinooks.

Compare the

characteristics and value of a Columbia River spring
chinook with those of a Tule chinook produced in the
Bonneville hatchery.

They are ii. equivalent organisms.

Therefore, in order to actually artificially propagate
close substitutes for PSC interceptions a myriad of small
facilities would be required.

One result would certainly

be to drive the per unit costs up dramatically as
economies of scale are foregone.

Likewise, to the degree that hatcheries tend, over
time, to reduce the genetic diversity of the species and
thus increase the risk of catastrophic disaster due, for
example, to the lack of resistence to a virulent disease,

this result contradicts the suggestion that perfect or
even satisfactory widespread substitution of one stock
for another is possible.

While ultimately an empirical question, the probable
costs of employing this means of ameliorating PSC losses,
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including reproductive potential foregone,

appears

excessive even in the case where maricultural technology
exists.

Furthermore, with the extreme variability in

annual PSC interceptions, as documented above, and the

lag between the

loss and potential recruitment into

directed fisheries, the hatchery production scheduling

dilemma associated with

this solution would be so

complex and costly as to preclude successful
implementation.

The conclusion, then, regarding the "appropriate"
measure of value attributable to PSC losses to directed

fisheries centers on the issue of mitigation.
extent that an acceptable substitution

To the

cannot be made

between PSC's and directed fisheries harvests,within the
biological and political-economic contexts which prevail,

a full accounting of the impact of PSC losses must
appropriately include the long run costs associated with

foregone reproductive potential, as articulated in the
model.

Furthermore,

it

is

entirely appropriate for

economists to explicitly take account of the contextual
framework within which their empirical research is to be

applied.

This need not diminish the technical rigor of

the research nor compromise its objectivity.

On the

contrary, it may contribute valuable and accurate
insights which an equivalent empirical treatment, lacking
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an explicit recognition of the prevailing realities within which the question arises, may fail to achieve.
A Concluding Summation
In summary, the preceding empirical analysis seems to
lend support to the proposition that substantial physical

and economic costs are imposed upon domestic directed
fisheries, and thereby upon society, as a result of the
interception of economically important and fully utilized

prohibited species in the Gulf of Alaska groundfish
fishery.

In the case of Pacific salmon, depending upon

specific assumptions regarding source of origin, the
discounted present value loss through one "grand" cycle
as approximated at the ex vessel level, ranges from $1.46

million to $3.1 million (for the high by-catch) at ten
percent and zero percent SRD's, respectively.

When the

same estimate was made under assumptions of significant

additional salmon hatchery production, the equivalent
estimated loss increased to $1.92 million in the former

case and $4.42 million in the latter.

These losses

represent the present value cumulative impact on directed

salmon fisheries from a single year's salmon PSC in the
Gulf groundfish fishery.

Salmon exploitation rates employed in the empirical
analysis reflect the estimated aggregate utilization of

each region's chinook resource, including commercial,
recreational, subsistence, and Native American treaty
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use.

However, all extractive use was valued as

if

harvest had occurred in a terminal area commercial
fishery.

By accounting for harvesting losses only in

terms of a commercial ex vessel equivalent value, and by

ignoring secondary impacts imposed on processors,
wholesalers, retailers, and consumers by the loss of

these fish, the total impact of incidental salmon
interceptions in the Gulf groundfish fisheries is very
probably understated by these estimates.

Because data

and/or analytical limitations preclude a comprehensive
treatment of these diverse impacts, the estimated losses

derived from application of the proposed methodology
should be interpreted as minimum cost estimates.

research,

Further

particularly into theoretically sound

methodologies for assessing the economic impacts on
subsistence and Native cultural resource users, would
contribute tremendously to a more accurate understanding
of this problem.

The absolute size and distribution of by-catch

impacts appear to be relatively sensitive to the
proportional contribution each region makes to the
aggregate biomass of immature salmon from which annual
PSC losses are extracted.

While this is not particularly

surprising, it does suggest the presence of some very
clear implications for development and siting of future
salinonenhancement facilities.

could conceivably have

Salmon by-catch losses

an important influence on the

viability of such enhancement facilities, depending in
large part on the location and species/stock composition

selected for each project.

At the very least,

a

recognition of the potential adverse impacts of PSC
losses should be taken into account in hatchery and/or
enhancement planning and siting.

In another sense, the PSC controversy could become a

double edged sword for American fisheries development.
That is, given the strong and widening commitment on the
part of many state and federal political leaders, policy

makers, and domestic fishing industry organizations to

full "Americanization" of the EEZ by 1990, PSCts may
become

most contentious issue facing the nation, with

respect to the management and allocation of marine
fishery resources.

That is, as all foreign and joint-

venture activity is eliminated from the U.S. management

zone, tradeoffs between attainment of landing levels
equivalent to the available harvestable surpluses of
groundfish stocks and conservation of fully utilized
prohibited species intercepted in these fisheries will no

longer pit foreign against domestic interests.

Rather,

gains in this context by one U.S. fishery will come at

the direct expense of some other U.S.

fishery.

The

potential for conflict under these circumstances is very
great.

Several instances pointing up this latent risk

have already emerged, e.g. Amendment 14 to the Gulf of
Alaska

Groundfish Management Plan

as

related

to
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the allocation of sablefish.

Fishermen and resource

managers alike have begun to recognize the potential

scope of

this problem and

its

implications for

development of the U.S. fishing industry.

There exists a critical need for acquisition of
primary data, analytical research, and methodological
development in this area.

The present analysis reflects

at least a small step in the direction of a comprehensive
response to this need.

The methodology developed above

had as its basic

premise the supposition that significant latent losses,

in the form of reproductive potential foregone,
associated with PSC interceptions.

are

Heretofore, these

losses have neither been recognized nor accounted for in
assessing the impacts of prohibited species by-catches on
directed fisheries.

Comparing the empirical results of the extended
methodology, developed above, with estimates obtained

from an earlier assessment approach suggests that a
significant portion of the aggregate PSC loss is directly

attributable to foregone reproductive potential,
hypothesized.

as

For example, in the case of the observed

high by-catch of salmon in the 1984 Gulf groundfish
fishery, the failure of the earlier model to account for

reproductive potential

foregone resulted

in

an

underestimation of the present value discounted loss to
domestic directed salmon fisheries of between 41 percent
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and 67 percent, for ten percent and zero percent SDR'S,
respectively.

The relative performance of the two models

was virtually unchanged for Specifications I and II,

defined in Chapter V.

as

That is, despite changes in the

assumed proportional contribution of the PSC losses,

geographic region of origin,

by

the extended model

consistently accounted for losses which the earlier
assessment technique failed to capture.

When hypothesized expanded artificial production was

included in the model,

as under the assumptions of

Specification III, the relative difference in performance

of the two methodologies appears to be even more
pronounced.

That is, with the assumed increased presence

of hatchery fish in the by-catch, failure to account for

foregone reproductive potential,

by the earlier

methodology underestimated the attributable present value

salmon PSC loss by 73 percent, at a zero SDR.

Utilizing

a five percent SDR the difference was 60 percent, while
at a ten percent SDR the model understated the loss by 48
percent, in present value terms.

A cursory examination of equivalent PSC data for
Pacific halibut, king crab, and Tanner crab suggests that

significant latent losses of reproductive potential are
very likely associated with by-catch mortality for these

species as well.

Very recently, allegations to this

effect have been made concerning king crab by-catches in

the Bering Sea yellowfin sole joint-venture fishery.
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That is, some individuals concerned with the continued

depressed condition of the king crab stocks have
suggested that the handling and on-bottom mortality
inflicted by trawl gear on king crab, particularly female

crab, have significantly reduced the reproductive
potential of these stocks and adversely affected the
natural cyclical rebuilding of king crab populations.

Critical evaluation of this claim awaits acquisition

of hard data.

However,

this case demonstrates the

increasing recognition among many that attention must be

given to long term implications of allocation decisions
and not simply confined to immediately obvious impacts.

It should be re-emphasized that, particularly in the

case of species like Pacific salmon, where present manculture technology may permit substitute organisms to be

produced as replacement for PSC losses,

the application

of the methodology developed above may be called into
question.

That is, in the event that perfect, or even

acceptably close substitutes for the PSC loss can be
replicated at a relatively low cost, efforts to account

for the destruction of reproductive potential,

as a

component of the aggregate by-catch cost, may be
unnecessary.

To the extent that no acceptably close

substitute exists for the by-caught organism

the cost

of producing such a substitute in the volume, at the
location and point in time required is prohibitive, then
a full accounting of the cost to society attributable to
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PSC's must include the foregone future benefit stream

reflected in the present value discounted loss of
reproductive potential, as demonstrated above.

A public commitment to the growth of the American
fishing industry has been made,

as evidenced by for

example, the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management
Act, and the American Fisheries Promotion Act, as well as

public funding of model production projects, product
development research, and the underwriting of investment
in domestic harvesting and processing capacity.

Returns

on these public investments in the domestic private

sector will, in large part, depend upon resource
management decisions made on the basis of perceived
social preferences regarding allocation of scarce public

resources among competing uses.

That is, enroute to a

fully domestic fishing industry, society will be
confronted with numerous alternatives which will bear
directly upon the future benefits the nation can expect
from managed development of its fishery resource wealth.

Careful consideration of the social, political, and
economic implications of selecting any particular path of

action must involve the longest possible perspective,
rather than being limited

to consideration of the most

expedient short term solution.
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APPENDIX A

SALMON PROHIBITED SPECIES BY-CATCHES

As previously noted,

salmon by-catches have

historically varied over time, by gear type, nation,
area, and season.
1976,

Prior to the enactment of the MFCMA in

no reliable data on incidental by-catch were

compiled.

Since 1977 by-catch information has been

acquired through the National Marine Fisheries Service

on-board observer program.

The levels of observer

coverage of the foreign and joint-venture fleets, and
therefore the reliability of the by-catch estimates, have

been increasing over the period 1977-1984.
al.

(1984)

As Berger et

report:

During the year (1983), 134 observers sampled

aboard 93 different vessels in the Gulf of
Alaska fishery. The 134 observers sampled about
93 of the 99 foreign vessels (nearly 94 percent)
which participated in the groundfish fisheries.
Percent observer coverage (100 x observer days/

vessel days) of total vessel days varied from
27.0 percent on the Korean small stern trawlers
to 85.3 percent of the U.S.-Japan jointventures.
Observers sampled a total of 4,046 of
the 7,998 vessel days, making an overall percent
coverage of 50.6 percent."

Citing an earlier report by Nelson et al.

(1983) they go

on to say that, "This is an increase of 54 percent over
the 1982 coverage of 32.8 percent and is more than five

times the 1981 coverage of 9.6 percent."

In 1984 U.s.

observer coverage in the Gulf rose to 86.3 percent or

4,415 observer days for 5,117 foreign vessel days.

Of

the 136 foreign vessels participating in the 1984 foreign

and joint-venture groundfish harvest in the Gulf, NMFS
observers sampled aboard 127 (or 93.4 percent) [Nelson,
1985]

From data compiled by NMFS on-board observers the
following characterization of salmon interceptions can be
made.

During the period 1977 through 1984 incidental salmon

interceptions in the Gulf groundfish fisheries ranged
from a low of approximately 5,272 fish (in 1977) to a

peak by-catch of more the 71,200 salmon (in l984)."

Over this time interval both total landings of all
groundfish species combined and total landings of pollock

demonstrated steady upward trends (Figure Al).

However,

an initial examination of the salmon by-catch data for
this period failed to demonstrate a clearly discernible
pattern (Figures A2 and A3).

The Relationship Between Groundfih
Harvest and Salmon PSC's

Hypotheses concerning the relationship between total

catch of groundfish and by-catch, and total pollock
landings and by-catch were proposed.

Specifically, it

was hypothesized that as total landings of groundfish
Preliminary estimates of PSC loss provided by NMFS
Observer program, mid-year 1985.
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increased salmon by-catches would be expected to
Furthermore,

increase.

because salmon by-catch appears

to be very closely associated with the harvesting of

pollock

in the Gulf,

one might hypothesize an even

greater positive correlation between metric tons of

pollock

harvested and the numbers of salmon intercepted.

In an effort to test the validity of these two
hypothesized relationships a simple bivariate linear
regression was performed with numbers of salmon by-caught

as the dependent variable, total metric tons of
groundfish harvested in case one, total metric tons of

pollock

harvested in case two, as the independent

variable.

The hypothesis under evaluation, i.e. the null

assumes that no statistical correlation

hypothesis,

exists between the dependent variable and the independent

variable.

The statistical results appear in Tables Al

and A2 below.

After

consideration

of

the

fundamental

characteristics of the by-catch relationship a decision
was made,

priori, to fit the least squares equation to

the annual data without inclusion of a constant term.2-'
21

Some concern has been expressed in the statistical
literature about the effects of fitting OLS equations
without inclusion of a constant term when no actual data
After
are observed in the vicinity of the origin.
reviewing pertinent articles on the subject, including
"Leverage and Regression Through the Origin" by George
Casella, The American Statistician, May 1983, and "Errors
in Computer Packages Least Squares Regression Through the

Origin," by H.A. Gordon, in The Statistician, Vol. 30,

1981, and consulting with Dr. J.L. Hintze, Number
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Table Al.

Bivariate Regression of Salmon PSC op Total
Annual Groundfish Harvest, l977-l984.-'

[Salmon PSC] = .1298 [Total Groundfish Harvest]
.0314
(4.13)

adjusted R2 = .7088
prob. b = 0

.004

Durbin-Watson

1.987

ent

ver
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Table A2.

Bivariate Regression of Saliion PSC on Annual
Pollock Harvest, 1977-l984.'

[Salmon PSCI = .1849 [Pollock Harvest)
.0238
(7.76)

adjusted R2

= .7320

prob. b = 0

.003

Durbin-Watson

2.08

where standard error appears below the coefficient
and Student's-t is in parentheses.

Based upon National Marine Fisheries Service Observer
data for the Gulf of Alaska.
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This decision reflects the basic fact that when there is
no grouncifish fishery there can be no prohibited species

loss attributable to such activity.

While no

observations in the range of a zero groundfish harvest

were among those under statistical examination,

the

assumption is consistent with the expected value of the
dependent variable when the independent variable takes on
a value of zero.

When observed annual

salmon by-catch in the Gulf of

Alaska was regressed against total foreign and jointventure groundfish landings in the Gulf in the same year,

the coefficient on

the latter, independent variable

entered the equation with the hypothesized positive sign
(Table Al).

Further, the coefficient was determined to

be statistically different from zero

at

probability level, based on Student's-t test.

a

.995

The

statistic for the regression suggests that approximately

71 percent of the observed

variation in the dependent

variable, salmon PSC's, is accounted for by the annual
level of catch for all groundfish combined,

in the Gulf

of Alaska target fisheries, over the period 1977-1984.

21 continued
Cruncher Statistical Systems Co., Kaysville, Utah and
Dr.

W.C-.

Oregon,

Erown, Oregon State University, Corvallis,

a determination was made that sufficient

information regarding the relationship between PSC's and

directed groundfish harvest exists to support the
decision to omit the constant term.
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As hypothesized, when salmon PSC's are regressed
against annual pollock landings, the results suggest an
even stronger statistical relationship exists.

That is,

the coefficient on the explanatory variable, annual

pollock harvest,

enters the regression with the

hypothesized positive sign and at a significance level of

0.995, based upon the associated Student's-t statistic
(Table A2).

In addition, the R2 for this regression,

i.e. R2 = .732, suggests that more than 73 percent of the
annual observed variation in salmon by-catch is accounted

for by the variation in pollock harvest in the Gulf,
during the period 1977 through 1984.

For both regressions the Durbin-Watson statistic for

autoregressive tendencies indicate an absence of serial
correlation within the respective independent variables.

It has been suggested that the Durbin-Watson
statistic is not reliable for very small samples (Durbin
and Watson, 1950).

Therefore, the use of the Theil BLUS

test for autocorrelation was considered as an
alternative.

After briefly examining the Theil BLUS

methodology the relative cost of applying the procedure
as compared to the probable gain in

this situation was

determined to be too great.

As Johnston (1972) notes, "The BLUS procedure clearly

involves a substantial amount of calculation just to

obtain a valid test of autocorrelation.

The choice

between BLUS and Durbin-Watson must depend on the balance
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of computational cost and relative power of the two
procedures."

Johnston concludes that the power of the

BLUS procedure is "not very impressive" for small

In the example employed by Johnston to

samples.

demonstrate BLUS the sample size was 15.

In the present

series of analyses the sample size varies from five to

eight observations. Because the power of the BLUS
procedure is directly correlated with sample size, for

this analysis, BLUS does not offer an acceptable
alternative to the Durbin-Watson small sample test for
autocorrelation.

With samples of this size the best approach may be to

visually examine the scatter plot of the residuals for

obvious patterns.

This has been done consistently

throughout this analysis when sample size became very
small.

No discernible systematic pattern has emerged

from these inspections.

The Relationship Between Total Salmon
Run Size and Salmon PSC's

An alternative hypothesis concerning the observed
annual variation in salmon PSC's in the Gulf centers upon

the influence of total samon abundance as reflected in

run size.

From U.S. observer reports it has been

established that salmon by-catches in the Gulf groundfish

fishery are composed predominantly of immature chinook
salmon. Therefore, it is hypothesized that in those years
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when greater than average numbers of chinook are present
in the Gulf of Alaska the observed salmon by-catch should
increase.

Conversely, in years of relatively low chinook

abundance the region's groundfish fisheries should record
reduced salmon interceptions, ceteris paribus.

There are no reliable estimates of annual chinook
abundance in the Gulf.

Neither are there data on annual

chinook salmon production, nor even total run size, by
major geographic area in this region.

However, one proxy

for chinook abundance, albeit an imperfect one, is the
size of the annual directed commercial harvest.

These

data have been compiled in a relatively consistent manner
over the period of interest.

Catch data employed in the evaluation of this
particular hypothesis were limited to those from western,

central, and southeast Alaska.

The reason for excluding

British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon catches was that

substantial,

but not well defined,

portions of the

harvest from these areas are composed of chinook salmon
stocks which do not migrate into the regions of the North

Pacific and Gulf of Alaska where the foreign and joint-

venture salmon by-catches under examination occur
(Pattillo, 1985).

Therefore, inclusion of these directed

catches in this portion of the analysis might produce

erroneous statistical conclusions regarding this
hypothesis.
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One obvious difficulty with using catch as a proxy
for ocean abundance in this context is that the chinook

salmon intercepted in the groundfish fisheries of the
Gulf are immature fish.

This suggests that they would,

absent their loss to by-catch, have spent perhaps several

more years in the ocean before recruiting into a directed
fishery.

As a result, it is necessary to account for

this period between age at by-catch and recruitment in

the model.

This was accomplished by lagging the

explanatory variable or variables.

A simple linear model, with annual salmon by-catch as

the dependent variable, was fitted using ordinary least
squares.

The explanatory variables included various

combinations of lagged area specific directed chinook
catch.

Whether utilizing a one, two, or three year lag

in multiple or bivariate regressions in only a single

case was a statistically significant relationship
indicated,
statistics.

on the basis of

R2,

F,

or Students-t

The one exception was in the case of the

bivariate regression of by-catch against western Alaska

chinook harvest, lagged three years.

In this case the

sign on the coefficient of the explanatory variable was
of the expected sign,

i.e. positive, and the coefficient

was statistically different from zero at the .995
confidence level, based upon the Students-t statistic.
The R2 for the regression was .343, indicating that just

over 34 percent of the observed variation in the
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dependent variable was being accounted for
specification.

in this

An examination of the plot of the

residuals did not re eal any apparent systematic pattern,
i.e. no indication of autocorrelation, although the small

sample size makes the use of more rigorous tests
impossible.

Interpretation of this result is difficult given the
sample size, the lack of correlation between by-catch and

other regional landings,

and several apparently

contradictory ffactsu about western Alaska stocks.
Specifically,

several important western Alaska chinook

stocks are not believed to be heavily exploited by
commerciai users.

The region's chinook do represent an

important cash resource but tend to be an equally
important subsistence resource.

This use would not be

reflected in the catch data employed in the regression.
Therefore, of all of the regions forwhich catch data are

compiled, it is the western Alaska region commercial
landings data which are probably least reflective of
chinook salmon abundance.

In addition, the generally accepted rule regarding
western Alaska chinook stocks has been that they do not
represent a significant part of the biomass of immature
chinook which are found in the Gulf of Alaska and which
are

therefore vulnerable

interception there.

to

groundfish fishery

(Certainly no more than ten percent,

although more on this issue will be discussed in
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subsequent pages.)

Yet the regression results seem to

imply that these stocks have a disproportionate influence
on by-catch variation.

At this point the results of the regression do not

permit a conclusive statement as to the merits of the
hypothesis under examination.

There is certainly reason

to continue to speculate about the role of run size in

determining by-catch.

Further serious empirical

examinations of this hypothesis must await additional run
size and by-catch data.

Another hypothesis regarding the variation in salmon

by-catch was also proposed.

Specifically, it was

hypothesized that oceanographic conditions in the Gulf
significantly influenced the observed annual variation in

salmon interceptions.

Such phenomena as fresh water

runoff from snow melt, temperature anomalies,

or

salinity changes might result in immature salmon becoming

increasingly or decreasingly vulnerable to trawler's
nets.

In an effort to test this hypothesized relationship,

data on salmon by-catch rates per metric ton of
groundfish harvested, by International North Pacific
Fishery Commission (INPFC) management area,

the period 1980-1984,

by month for

were statistically fitted to

physical oceanographic and hydrologic data for the Gulf
and surrounding drainages, compiled by researchers at the
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Institute of Marine Science,

University of Alaska-

Fairbanks (T. Royer, 1985)

These data include monthly observations of sea
surface temperature and salinity anornolies at 27 sites,

on a five-degree grid, spanning the Gulf (Figure A4).
Snow melt, runoff, and surface water storage data for
adjacent regions were obtained from the same source.

A series of least squares multiple regressions were
performed.

INPFC area specific by-catch rates were

hypothesized to be the dependent variable in each
regression model, while various combinations of physical

phenomena were serially employed as explanatory
variables.

For example, the rate of salmon by-catch

recorded in the Chirikof INPFC area was first regressed
against sea temperature and salinity observations within
the Chirikof area.

Then snow melt,

runoff, and storage

data were added to the equation and the regression was
re-evaluated.

Finally,

the dependent variable was

regressed against oceanographic observations from
immediately adjacent sites outside the Chirikof area.

This process was repeated for each of the INPFC
reporting areas in the Gulf within which foreign and/or
joint-venture groundfish fishing activity was recorded.

The results ofthe regressions do not suggest the
presence of a statistically significant relationship

between salmon by-catch rates and oceanographic-

hydrologic conditions in the Gulf.

None of the
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regressions produced adjusted-R2 statistics greater than

0.046 and

in no case were the F-statistics for the

regression statistically significant at the 90 percent
confidence level.
null hypothesis,

Therefore, one must conclude that the
i.e. no statistical correlation between

by-catch and the physical conditions cited above, cannot

be rejected, at least over the range of observations in
the sample.

This is an important caveat because as Royer and
Xiong (1985) point out in their analyses of the oceanic
Gulf, "Sea

surface

temperature

environment

of

data,

indicate that the upper layer water

...,

the

temperatures in the Northeast Pacific have experienced
long period fluctuations...."

Further, they state, "The

long period temperature fluctuations are not evident in
the other quadrants of the North Pacific, so the effect

does not extend over the entire ocean basin."

Their

research seems to imply that physical environmental
changes

in this region are unique and move through

detectable cycles.

It may be that these physical

conditions do affect the incidence of salmon
interceptions, but owing to the relative cycle length of
oceanographic events as compared to the PSC's sampled in
this analysis the relationship is not being revealed.

As

additional PSC data become available further analysis of
this hypothesis may be warranted.

APPENDIX B

Prohibited Species By-Catch Attributable
to Vessel Classes by Area by Nation, 1977-84

(Source for the following tables is:
NMFS Observer Program, NWAFC, Seattle.)

Table 81.

Estimated Incidental Catch Numbers and Metric Tons) 91 Pacific halibut in the Foreign and
Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84."

Total Ml Areas
Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawle1
Large surj trawlers-'

21,406
164,825

Longliner"

25,871
56,475
18,320

23,396
35,935
5,390
59,779

46,201
59,804
8,016
323,845

17,342
47,607
10,688
309,151

20,038
30,275
5,102
426,920

19,474
40,210
4,163
590,490

9,464
6,032
12,839
300,882

124,693
419

95,580
1,465

22,288
7,146

4,366
21,847
6,028

13,128
59,118
2,116

2,498
32,667

1,934
30,183

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler

37,921

Longliner'-'

Large freezer trawler

182,074

67,311

22,746

44,221

Large freezer trawler

783

234

699

0

282

186

579

cQ
Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

Joint-venture

21

4,651

413,009

293,323

249,641

511,521

417,311

556,697

689,697

361,913

92

5,127

19,318

274

2,280

98,571

165,721

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under
large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table Ni.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) 9f Pacific Halibut in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, l977-84.' (continued)

Shumagin Area
Nation/Vessel Class

1978

1977

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

---------------------------------- Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

J8pn
Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawler1!

5,093
73,543

Large suri trawler&J
Longliner"

6,866
23,446

5,683

930
8,051
517
19,911

79,465

1,500
1,042
105,010

122,480
280

34,243
568

21,015
7,005

1,609
13,282
1,106

243

5,935

278

0

0

930
948
0

Small stern trawler

large freer trawler

34,534

Longlinerk/

Large freezer trawler

3,247

21,405

Large freezer trawler

Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

121

3,090
6,958
1,731
65,140

2,246
8,858
689
131,316

9,770
32,675

12,985

24

0

273

4,007
868
5,151

182,989

833
6,167

151

116,417

180,160

64,892

115,298

123,670

119,367

156,367

200,015

92

113

2,175

0

2,199

15,497

25,700

Joint-venture

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
2/

No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table HI.

Lstjmated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric loRs) of pacific Halibut in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84.-' (continued)
Chirikof Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1978

1977

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawleç1
Large surl9i trawler1'
Longlinerh/

1,250
48,609

996

2,315

14,090

0

64

10,379

23,223

1,738
887
142
159,,328

2,620
6,006
3,131
164,504

4,743
10,280
1,591
219,221

6,560
12,946
3,394
281,787

1,723
2,958
4,351
117,893

1,864
8,478
524

3,231
24,874

2,225
19,682

1,101
24,016

13

1

S. Kor

Small stern trawler

large freer trawler

3,387

Longliner-'

Large freezer trawler

27,375

2,210
139

45,075

4,630

2,411

0

0

153

30,735

164,506

187,280

263,953

326,595

152,042

0

11,629

274

68

2,275

13,528

Poland

Large freezer trawler

0

Nxico
Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

503

80,621

72,889

Joint-venture

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table Ill.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons> 9f Pacific Halibut in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, i977-84.' (continued)
Kodiak Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

----------------------------------- Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Jn
Small stern trawler

Large freezer trawle11
Large sun
traw1er'

11,027
73,543

Longlinerhi

5,141
23,446
1,667

12,845
13,316
4,809
12,535

27,612
31,258
7,367
83,791

Small stern trawler

large freer trawler

12,205
13,037
1,780
85,002

136,687

893

127
1,569
814

5

87

Longlinerhi

Large freezer trawler

4,745
8,869
6,213
24,900

3,566

147,914

803

17,569

783

234

421

10,659
18,406
80

3,734
2,206
3,337

35,875

21

Large freezer trawler

Small stern trawler

Total foreign catch

579

3,918

178,071

16,207

Joint-venture

65,413

185,903

4,962

5,514

49,273

114,534

165,837

9,856

13

80,799

126,493

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
21

No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table EU.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) qf Pacific halibut in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977_84.l1 (continued)
Yakutat Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawle 11'
Large sun
trawler

9,396
73,543

12,811
23,446

Long1iner'

4,565
3,535

15,533
15,810

9,538
20,647

0

302

4,110

497
1,261

14,737

54,059

1,273

0
0

0

862

141

832

20

304

591

0

9

57,557

40,700

1,265

180

58,822

40,889

0

S. Korea

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler
Longliner-'

Large freezer trawler

3,507

Large freezer trawler

129

Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

79

23,068

18,902

Joint-venture

67,514

34,515

46,185

47

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table Hi.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tors) of Pacific Halibut in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84.--'

(continued)

Southeastern Area
Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawler1-"

640
14,161

57

5,097

Large sur),r9i trawler-'

2,741
11,033

388
10,901

0

10

318

10,585

Longl iner'
S. Kor ea

Small stern trawler
Large fre;er trawler

3

7,287
35

LOng1iner'
U.S.S.R.

Large freezer trawler

31

8

14,832

5,165

Poland

Large freezer trawler

Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch
Joint-venture

21,087

11,299

10,903

S

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.

Table 132.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Mpric Tons> of King Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture Groundfisb
Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, l977-84.'
Total All Areas

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler

Large freezer trawle'

769
579

Large sur,iji trawler'

182
13
12

298
877

873
239

120
741

127

296

305
174
726
200

35

0

9

3,228

4,643

4,112

5,007

1,163

1,582

Large freer trawler
Longliner"

0

0

0

0

89,193
106

19,077

85

685
443

32
78

60

165

905
180

Large freezer trawler

0

0

23

0

0

1

Longliner"

0

Small stern trawler

379

P01 and

Large freezer trawler
tiex jco

Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

Joint-venture

2

93,875

24,094

6,395

6,619

3,152

2,124

1,465

0

466

6,285

0

0

4,454

5,482

No estimates made of the 1977 catch.
21

For Japan in 1978, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under "Large freezer trawler."
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Table 52.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Mçt;ric Tons) of King Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture Groundfish
Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977_84.&I (continued)
Shumagin Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawie1I
Large surii trawlerAl
Longlinerhl

36
463

0

0

0

0
0

786

129

63
14

0

0

1,518

2,345

2,324

89,193

19,077

34

79

905
180

0

0

0

0

0

0

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler
Longliner'

11

14
3

0

0
0

736

808

23

185

0

0

85
35

3

0
0
6

21

391

0

0

U.S.S.R.

Large freezer trawler
Poland
Large freezer trawler
Mexico
Small stern trawler

Total foreign catch
Joint-venture

0

91,244

21,501

4,195

985

1,279

40

223

0

0

3

0

0

167

38

No estimates made of the 1977 catch.
2J'

For Japan in 1978, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under "Large freezer trawler."

U'

Table 82.

Kstiniated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Mçric Tons) of King Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture Groundfish
Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84.-' (continued)
Chirikof Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

265
143
256
15

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish

J2J1
Small stern trawler

Large freezer trawle'

0
0

Large sur,ri trawler'
Long1inerh'
S.

139

9
0
0

0

76

7

30

0
0

0
0

657

202

0

3

1,139

307

3,090

238

1,008

0

0
6
0

0

0

32

39

prea

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler
Long1iner-"

0
2

Large freezer trawler

0

0

13

9

0

0

0

0

0

1,148

307

3,179

908

1,284

718

0

41

0

0

44

987

Poland

Large freezer trawler
Mexico

Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch
Joint-venture

0

141

No estimates made of the 1977 catch.

For Japan in 1978, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under "Large freezer trawler."

H
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Table B2.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Mçt,ric Tons) of King Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture Groundfish
Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 197l_84.L' (continued)
Kodiak Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish -----------------------------------Jaoan

Small stern trawler

Large freezer trawle1

26
28

0

6

470

103

512

42

56

0

114
39
30

50
70

12

0
0

648

856

1,481

1,181

0
0

676

331

52

Large surAr9i trawler'

Longliner"

86
94

55
44

S. Korea

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler
Longliner"

69

Large freezer trawler

0

0

Large freezer trawler

0

0

0

60

23

0

0

Mexico
Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

Joint-venture
11

0

816

910

1,560

466

6,241

1,695

951

758

524

0

4,243

4,457

No estimates made of the 1977 catch.
For Japan in 1978, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under "Large freezer trawler."
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Table 82.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Mçtric Tons) of King Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture Groundfish
Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84.
(continued)
Yakutat Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

l983'

1984-"

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish -----------------------------------2aQ4n

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawie.1/

678

119

235

683

73

6

77

71

0

923

303

0
0

5
0

Large sur),19i trawler

Longlinerhl

0

14

39

0

3

14

42

S. Korea

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler

0

Long1inerh'

1

Large freezer trawler

0

83

0
0

0
0

0

0

Poland

Large freezer trawler

1

Small stern trawler

Total foreign catch
Joint-venture

2

1,674

513

312

760

0

No estimates made of the 1977 catch.
For Japan in 1978, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under

Large freezer trawler.'

Amendment 10 to the Gulf of Alaska Groundfish FMP prohibited foreign and joint venture trawling in the eastern Gulf,
including Southeastern and Yakutat areas, after 1982.

H

Table B2.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Mçtric Tons) of King Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture Groundf jab

Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska,

1977_84.0

(continued)

Southeastern Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983-"

1984"

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish -----------------------------------Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawle1"
Large sur,ii trawlers-'
Longlinerhl

0

12

7

0

0

7

14

0

0

0

0

Korea

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler

0

Longlinerhl
U.S.S.R.

Large freezer trawler

0
3

0

Polpnd

Large freezer trawler
Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch
Joint-venture

0

22

21

0

0

No estimates made of the 1977 catch.

For Japan in 1978, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under "Large freezer trawler."
Amendment 10 to the Gulf of Alaska Groundfish FlIP prohibited foreign and joint venture trawling in the eastern Gulf,
including Southeastern and Yakutat areas, after 1982.
H
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Table B3.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Pacific Salmon in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84. (continued)
Southeastern Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler
Large freezer lrawleçl/
Large surj,ii trawler'

10

1

0

1

0

234

127

210

50

177

2

0

Longi iner-'

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler

0

Longlinerhl

Large freezer trawler

0
0

0

Poland
Large freezer trawler

i3ucQ
Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

244

Joint-venture

128

212

61

177

0

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large murimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.

H

Table N3.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Pacific Salmon in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84. (continued)
Yakutat Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler

Large freezer trawle1I
Large sun
Longlinerhl

277
294

6

48
25

137
261

205

5

0

11

20

14

0

0

0

6
0

295

traw1er-'

0

6

0

S. KQnea
Small stern trawler

0

Large freer trawler
Longliner-'

0

3

0

0

0
0

0

lhS.S.R.

Large freezer trawler

36

Large freezer trawler

4

Small stern trawler

Total foreign catch

1

607

Joint-venture

321

96

404

220

6

1

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
21

No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.

H

Table 83.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Pacific Salmon in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84. (continued)
Kodiak Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1978

1977

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

508
515
57

227
558
98

144
119
276

0

0

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish

Small stern trawler

Large freezer trawle1
Large surji trawler&J
Longliner"

123
250

471
725

87

1,405

262
1,019

195

1,467

7

113

128
94
35
48

. Korea

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler
Longliner"

0

0

6

22
17

20
0

0

.5 R.

Large freezer trawler

2,748

869

1,027

Large freezer trawler

63

253

29

Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

4,310

5,868

10

3,184

2,318

Joint-venture

2,441

7,490

1,049

0

344

1,106

833

6,407

89

2,611

54,504

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
21

No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table 133.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Pacific Salmon in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84. (continued)
Chirikof Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1978

1977

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish -----------------------------------8P8fl

Small stern trawler
Large freezer traw1e--'

1

30

14

1,291

Large surri trawler'
225

Longliner'-'

20
80
47
661

568
631
0

21

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler

7

Longliner-'

Large freezer trawler

144

156
451

4

0

6,538

479

1,497

0

21

3

105

117
769

684

334

1,326

5

244

661
1,351
2,038

296

768
4,903
247

1,0149
0

38

0

0

1,267

5,242

1,606

2,305

14,509

3,745

,8767

20,520

3,257

4,957

2,779

0

3

0

1,170

1,519

8,828

Pkn
Large freezer trawler

Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

313

64

166

8,093

Joint-venture

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.

H

Table B3.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Pacific Salmon in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84. (continued)
SIwmagin Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1978

1977

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawler1-"

107
740

579

266
190
204

710
462
684

451
28
2,047

0

16

6

0

319
955

113
93
36

0

303

247

42

0

4

0

0

13

21

80

81

33,139

13,674

7,069

471

351

1,832

208

1

0

0

0

0

7

325

0

9,500

0

2,363

8,191

Large surj trawlerL'
Long1iner'
Korea

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler

209

Long1iner-'

Large freezer trawler

15

Poland
Large freezer trawler

Small stern trawler

Total foreign catch

0

1,071

34,743

13,916

19,179

9,599

1,048

3,781

2,815

3

0

165

0

0

123

513

Joint-venture

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table 133.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Pacific Salmon in the Forej(Jn and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84.
Total All Areas

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983'

l984-'

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

L8Pn
Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawle

518
1,532

2,128
1,384
1,467

249

268
670
1,109
682

134

1,286
4,718
295

33,144

13,674

7,075

5

3

0

1,116
3,104

Large sur)i trawler
Longliner'-'

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler

216

Long1inerh'

727

839
185
3,820

1,114
2,030
740

1,598
2,371
2,820

16

27

169
944

132
1,385

197

81

2,601

892

17

0

7

Large freezer trawler

2,943

7,732

2,294

19,052

Large freezer trawler

63

253

1,635

4,668

22,704

6,181

Mexico
Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch41

75

5,272

45,603

20,410

35,901

30,860

5,417

9,621

12,OCI1

3

1,050

168

0

1,259

4,253

63,845

Joint-venture1
1/

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
Amendment 10 to the Gulf of Alaska groundfish FMP prohibited foreign and joint venture trawling in the eastern Gulf,
including Southeastern and Yakutat areas, after 1982.
Final 1984 data received October 1985.

Table B4.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) 9f Tanner (snow) Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977_84M
Total All Areas

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

)982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

15,651

3,469
4,806
914
84,054

1,421
6,281
362
34,129

433
3,147
128
20,615

99

127
767

1,825
315
1,273

280

217
1,466

14,505
7,555

219
1,303
4,764

0

166

8,695

1

0

6

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawle1
Large sur,ii trawler&f

7,814

1,237

2,550

58

576
388

33

Longliner'

9,241

6,743

6,757

21

96

236

3,440
3,750

S. Korea

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler
1.onglirierhl

6

1,354

U.S.S.R.

Large freezer trawler
Poland
Large freezer trawler

3

f1kc
Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

6,198

23,969

16,992

27,844

96,662

64,533

30,609

8,885

28

629

58,022

0

364

102,840

41,633

Joint-venture

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
21

No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.

Table B4.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Tanner (snow) Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977_84.11 (continued)
Shumagin Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Jn
Small stern trawler

0
0

0

0

0

23

219

0

0
0

767

277

4,312

5,156

6,757
12

217
22

115
406

170
35
341

0

0

2,996

Large freezer trawler

0

0

0

Small stern trawler

0

Large freezer trawie1I
Large surji trawler&J
Longlinerhl

44

744
140
174
10,799

192
1,907

12

31

314

5,598

2,745

9

S. Korea
Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler
Longlinerht

Large freezer trawler

0

0

6

507

397

6,511

249
4,209

12,186

3,483

73

475

Poland

Total foreign catch

7,536

539

7,829

5,965

18,875

28

0

4,117

0

364

Joint-venture

1

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table 134.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Tanner (snow) Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977-84.J' (continued)
Chjrikof Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

1fl
Small stern trawler

Large freezer traw1e'
Large suri traw1erA
Longlinerh1

0

58

14

0

0
0

3

0

754

7,423

238

Small stern trawler

0

Large freer trawler

4

Longliner-'

150

517

204

42

367
75
74,924

153
188

691

18,789

11,757

217
1,089
1,005

1,655
280
379

264

13,048
336

219
1,054

951

31

0

27

u_. S . S N

Large freezer trawler

141

0

Large freezer trawler

0

0

0

Small stern trawler

0

7,423

77,830

33,295

49,140

0

0

Total foreign catch
Joint-venture

256

961

1

13,983

3,310

339

3,006

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.

H
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Table B4.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Tanner (snow) Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977_84.h1 (continued)
Kodiak Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish -----------------------------------Japan

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawleç1"
Large sun
trawler'
Longliner'J

308
29

580

267
174
385
1,291

0

0

0

889
795
1,390

21

524

160
5,988

549

42
10

0

66

2,037

1,939

765

37

KQ

Small stern trawler

0

16

Large fre;er trawler
Long1iner'

0

950

73

407

0

Large freezer trawler

0

25

0

1

150

5,699

Qkn
Large freezer trawler

Small stern trawler

Total foreign catch
Joint-venture

3

6,181
990

8,324

6,244

618

4,765

3,481

9,053

1,567

2,092

0

102,428

38,152

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
21

No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.
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Table 84.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Numbers and Metric Tons) of Tanner (snow) Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 1977_84.h1 (continued)
Yakutat Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983'

1984'

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler

3,319
3,331

912
379
0

0

0

7,656

4,416

3,392

2,584

0

12

0

10

1,387

361

146

0

0

Large sur,Ii traw1er-'

Longliner"

2,543

15

7,506

Large freezer traw1e1I

33

Small stern trawler

0

2,602

2,495

708

378

3,310

2,873

0

Large freer trawler
Longliner"
U.S.S.R.

Large freezer trawler

Large freezer trawler

6

Mexico

Small stern trawler
Total foreign catch

17

15,187

Joint-venture

7,111

6,341

9,386

8

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
21

No estimate made of longline catch in 1977.

31

P.sendment 10 to the Gulf of Alaska groundfish FMP prohibited foreign and joint venture trawling in the eastern Gulf,
including Southeastern and Yakutat areas, after 1982.

H

Table 54.

Estimated Incidental Catch (Nurnbets and Metric Tons) of Tanner (Snow) Crab in the Foreign and Joint-Venture
Groundfish Fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska, 197784.11 (continued)
Southeastern Area

Nation/Vessel Class

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

l983

l984'

------------------------------------ Numbers of Fish ------------------------------------

Small stern trawler
Large freezer trawle

0
0

Large sur3,ipi trawler

0
0

0

7
0
0

0
0

7

0

Long 1 inerh'

Small stern trawler

Large freer trawler
Longliner"

0

Large freezer trawler

0

0

57

Large freezer trawler
Mexico

Small stern trawler

Total foreign catch

0

57

Joint-venture
1/

For Japan in 1977-78, large freezer trawlers and large surimi trawlers are combined under large freezer trawler.
No estimate made of lony1ine catch in 1977.

Amendment 10 to the Gulf of Alaska yroundfish FMP prohibited foreign and joint venture trawl ing in the eastern Gulf,
including Southeastern and Yakutat areas, after 7982.

H
-J
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APPENDIX C

Catch and Ex Vessel Value of
Alaskan Fisheries, 1981-1984

Catch and

Domestic

1000

MT

x Vessel Value of Alaskan Fisheries

Joint-Ventures

Million
Pounds

Million
Dollars

1000

MT

Million
Pounds

Total Alaska

Foreign

Million
Dollars

1000
MT

Million
Pounds

Million
Dollars

1000

MT

Million
Pounds

Million
Dollars

1981

Salnon
Shellfish
Herring
Halibut
Groundfish

277.8
106.4
45.5
12.0
21.2

612.5
234.5
100.2
26.4
41.7

398.0
206.5
19.9
18.8
7.1

95.5

210.5

14.4

Total

462.9

1015.3

650.3

95.5

210.5

14.4

Shellfish
Herring
Halibut
Groundfish

255.4
66.4
47.2
14.0
33.3

563.1
146.3
104.3
30.9
73.3

310.7
212.6
19.9
25.7
13.7

183.1

403.7

Total

416.3

917.9

582.6

183.1

403.7

Salnon
Shellfish
Herring
Halibut
Groundfish

282.0
50.7
49.1
14.8
55.5

621.7
109.1
108.3
43.5
122.4

320.6
147.0
29.8
43.0
17.9

350.9

773.6

Total

452.1

1005.0

558.3

350.9

773.6

298.6
39.7
43.2
19.0
70.6

658.4
87.6
95.2
41.9
155.7

347.8
95.9
19.8
19.6
33.8

577.2

1272.4

471.1

1038.8

516.9

577.2

1272.4

215.7

277.8
113.7
45.5
12.0
1615.1

612.5
250.6
100.2
26.4
3556.1

398.0
211.6
19.9
18.8
237.2

220.8

2064.1

4545.8

885.5

172.3

255.4
71.9
47.2
14.0
1556.8

563.1
158.5
104.3
30.9
3432.6

310.7
216.5
19.9
25.7
211.0

176.2

1945.3

4289.4

783.8

132.9

282.0
51.0
49.1
14.8
1679.1

621.7
109.8
108.3
43.5
3701.8

320.6
147.7
29.8
43.0
188.0

2806.5

133.6

2076.0

4585.1

729.1

0.2

0.5

0.5

64.6

1314.9

2898.9

147.2

298.6
39.9
43.2
19.0
1962.7

658.4
88.1
95.2
41.9
4327.0

347.8
96.4
19.8
19.6
245.6

64.6

1315.1

2899.4

147.7

2363.4

5210.6

729.2

7.3

16.1

5.1

1498.4

3303.9

1505.7

3320.0

5.5

12.2

3.9

25.0

1340.4

2955.6

25.0

1345.9

2967.8

0.3

0.7

0.7

37.2

1272.7

2805.8

37.2

1273.0

1982
Salrunn

-

1983

-

1984*
Saliron

Shellfish
Herring
Halibut
Grormdfish
Total

H

*

Preliminary Estimates.
Source:

National Marine Fisheries Service, Alaska Region, Juneau.

1986.
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APPENDIX D
Prohibited Species Catch
Simulation Model
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APPENDIX D

PROHIBITED SPECIES CATCH
SIMULATION MODEL
'-Catch Est.)tj

x (Handling MortalitY)5

(Initial Gross PSC Loss)t5
Annual

(Initial Gross PSC Loss)t5 x (1
atura1 Mortality Rate5)

(t+n)]

[Potential Realized LOSSJ (t+n)s

dal Realized L0SS)ms x (Directed Exploitation
rate)Sk = (Actual Physical Loss) smk

Physical Losssmk[NurnbersofFish])x
(Average Weight)

x (Prevailing Ex Vessel

Price)msk = (Gross Ex Vessel LOSS)mSk
(5)

[Gross Ex Vessel LOSSmSkI X

[

(1+1)

m

= [Discounted

Present Ex Vessel Losssk]

(6)

(Potential Realized Loss)ms x (1 - Directed

Exploitation Rate)Sk = (Contribution to
Spawning Escapement) msk
(7)

(Contribution to Spawning Escapement)rnsk X

(% Females)Sk = (Spawners)msk
(8)

(Spawners)msk x (Adult to Spawner Ratio)Sk =

(Physical Reproductive Potential Foregone)5

179

where

t = year of interception in the grouridfish fishery
j = intercepting gear-type
= species of PSC
i = social discount rate
m = (t+n) for notational convenience

k = geographic region of directed fishery

n = average number of years away from maturity the
by-catch was at capture.

